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Rabin assassinated Saturday after rally “against violence”
by Kristina Mathison
Yitzhak Rabin, the Prim e M inister of 
Israel, was assassinated by an Israeli 
extremist Saturday night after he ad­
dressed a rally “for peace and against 
violence.” W hen Rabin stepped  from 
the podium  at Kings of Israel Square, a 
man later identified as 27-vear-old Yigal 
Amir, fired a 9mm Beretta handgun at 
close range, hitting the prime m inister 
in the spleen, spine and chest as he was 
getting into his Cadillac.
One o f the bullets tore through the 
words to the “Song o f Peace” which he 
sang with supporters at the rally and had 
put in his breast pocket. It was soaked 
with blood.
Police said that Amir m anaged to 
/; approach Rabin’s car by p retending  to
be a waiting driver, and when the Prim e 
M inister came to his car at 9:30 p.m., 
Israeli tim e, he fired three bullets at 
him. Tw o hit Rabin, who was taken to 
a hospital and pronounced dead at 11:15 
p.m.
Rabin’s body was brought to the cem ­
etery  on Sunday in a slow-moving fu­
neral procession. Six generals and two 
police chiefs loaded his coffin onto a 
m ilitary vehicle covered in black for the 
two mile drive from the Israeli Knesset, 
or parliam ent. T h e  procession moved 
slowly through downtown Jerusalem  
streets to the M ount Herzl cem etery, 
reserved for prime m inisters and other 
national leaders.
After the coffin arrived at the cem ­
etery, sirens sounded across Israel as
the nation observed two m inutes o f si­
lence in honor of Rabin.
D uring the day and throughout the 
night, an estim ated one million people, 
in a nation of 5 million, filed past the  
coffin as it lay in sta te  outside the 
Knesset.
Rabin, a “martyr for peace,” was bu r­
ied M onday aftereulogies by world lead­
ers, including Arabs, who promised that 
efforts to end religious and ethnic blood­
shed in the M ideast would carry on 
despite the assassination of the Israeli 
prime m inister. T h e  burial in a hillside 
cem etery in west Jerusalem  followed a 
two-hour memorial service that ended  
with the  chief rabbi o f the Israeli arm y 
chantingkaddish, the traditional Jew ish 
prayer for the dead.
If
«Center o f Pedagogy a t 
MSU is a national first
Jordan's King Hussein and presidents 
Bill C linton o f the U nited  States and 
Hosnic Murbarrak of E gyp t spoke to 
4,000 invited dignitaries.
“You lived as a soldier, you died as a 
soldier for peace,” the Jordan leader 
said.
M urbarakcalled Rabin a “fallen hero 
for peace.”
Clinton, who called Rabin a “martyr 
for peace” and “a man com pletely  with­
out p re tense ,” brought a sm ile to the 
slain leader’s grieving widow, I ,eah, with 
a story abou t a necktie. “T h e  last time 
we were together, not two w eeks ago, he 
showed up  for a black tie even t on time, 
but w ithout the black tie. And so he 
borrowed a tie, and I was privileged to
C o n tinu e d  o n  p . J
!
by John Springman
On Nov. 1, MSU and the N ew  Jersey 
N etw ork for E d u ca tio n a l R enew al 
[N JN ER | officially opened the nation’s 
first C en ter of Pedagogy with a cer­
emony in the S tuden t C enter ballroom.
Over 300 studen ts and faculty a t­
tended the dedication, including Presi­
dent Reid and Mr. Murray Cole, Presi­
dent of the Board of T rustees. T h e  
keynote speaker was nationally-known 
educator Dr. John I. Goodlad, whose 
ideas form the basis for the new center.
T h e  C enter o f Pedagogy is a place 
where the education o f educators is con­
ceptualized, planned for, and carried 
out. It is responsible for preparing new 
teachers and for conducting inquiry into 
pedagogy, the art and skill of teaching. 
President Reid stated , “T h e  C en te r of 
Pedagogy brings together many of the 
things w e’re already doing to prom ote 
excellence in teaching.” T h e  C en te r is 
unique in that it consists of th ree part­
ners working closely together: teacher
education faculty, arts and sciences fac­
ulty, and public school faculty. Goodlad 
and other experts believe that coopera­
tion among university faculty and the 
public schools is essential in prom oting 
educational renewal.
Public schools represented in the 
cen ter are the twelve school districts 
which make up the N JN ER , including 
N ew ark, Montclair, Wayne, Caldwell, 
and Parsippany. Clinical faculty m em ­
bers in these school districts work closely 
with studen t teachers and have cam pus 
p riv e leg es  at M SU . Dr. L o u rd es  
M itchel, principal o f the Harold Wilson 
M iddle School in New ark, spoke at the 
dedication and was enthusiastic about 
her school’s participation in the C en ter 
of Pedagogy. Several of her faculty 
m em bers were also in attendance.
In his keynote address, Goodlad con­
gratulated MSU for attaining univer­
sity status. He noted that most schools 
that rise in status place less importance 
on teachereducation, butat MSU, “T h e
, to R) Dr. Nicholas M. MichelH, Dean, College o f Education and Human Services; keynote 
speaker Dr. John I. Goodlad; Dr. Judy Minier, Director, Center o f Pedagogy; and President 
Reid unveiling a plaque dedicating the new Center o f Pedagogy a t MSU._______________
opposite is true. Your rise to university 
status is accompanied by a greater e m ­
phasis on teachereducation .” He sta ted  
that he is always im pressed by MSLJ’s 
com m itm ent to teacher education and 
was “astounded” by the num ber o f 
people attending the dedication.
Goodlad shared his vision of the p u b ­
lic mission of American teachers. In his 
view, a teacher’s responsibilities include: 
educating the young into our society’s 
democratic values; educating  the young 
for disciplined, critical thinking; n u rtu r­
ing pedagogy - caring for o n e ’s students; 
and moral stewardship o f schools. These 
ideas w ere also reflected in President 
Reid’s introduction, w hen  he spoke of 
“M ontclair’s com m itm en t to critical 
thinking and social ju stice .”
W hen asked  why MSU was an appro­
priate se ttin g  for the n a tio n ’s first Cen- 
terof Pedagogy, Goodlad replied, “I lere 
you had all the pieces in place, includ­
ing the leadership. You w ere ready for a 
catalyst, th e  concept of a cen te r of peda- 
con tinued  o n  p .  Z
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Passaic River cleanup successful
by Kristina M athison
Volunteers from N ew  Jersey Com* 
m unity W ater W atch (NJCW W ),M S! 
and the City o f Paterson gathered in 
Pennington Park on Sat., Nov. 4  to 
celebrate the Passaic River and to re­
m ove the trash and debris that littered  
its banks.
T h e  event which attracted studen ts, 
educators, local officials and Paterson 
residents was organized to m ake an 
im pact on the w ater quality of the  river 
and to create an awareness o f local 
w ater issues.
“1 fully support New Jersey C om ­
m unity Water W atch ’s efforts to beau ­
tify our river and 1 encourage everyone 
to personally jo in  this pledge for a 
c leaner Paterson com m unity ,” said 
Paterson Mayor William Pascrell.
F o r  severa l h o u rs , v o lu n te e rs  
scoured the river and its banks rem ov­
ing a collection o f  trash that included 
shoppingcarts, plastic toys and aircon- 
ditioners. In addition, everyday waste 
such as milk containers, bottles, and 
cans were retrieved.
T h e  fall c leanup  was organized by 
the NJCWW as a project of the  N ew  
J e r s e y  P u b lic  In te r e s t  G r o u p ’s 
(N JPIR G ) Law and Policy C enter.
“ T h e  P assa ic  R iver has b e e n  
plagued by debris and waste for m any 
years,” said Janet Laski from the Passaic 
^County Office o f Recycling and Solid
W aste Programs, “however, an even t 
like this indicates that through every­
day reuse, reduction and rccyclingeach 
individual can and will make a differ­
ence.”
T h e  NJCW W  project, supported 
by a grant from the AmeriCorps, the 
C orporation  for N ational Service, 
brings together the cam pus and the 
local residents to m ake a difference in 
the comm unity.
AmeriCorps m em bers have orga­
nized two successful cleanups o f the 
Passaic River in Paterson and removed 
over 200 tons of trash state-w ide in the  
past.
D ean of Students at MSI), Helen 
Matusow-Ayrcs said, “ I t ’s a pleasure 
to sec the studen t’s energy and en th u ­
siasm stre tch  beyond the cam pus 
boundaries and give som ething back 
to the com m unity.”
T h e  goal of the NJCW W  is to pro­
vide com m unities the service work 
and resources to clean up waterways 
and improve w'ater quality.
“We have more problem s than we 
need and more solutions than we use, 
but a day like this one  proves that 
when we all join together we get great 
th in g s  d o n e ,” said  L iz  D eH art, 
A m eriC orps m em ber with W ater 
watch at M SIJ’s Conservation Club 
and LASO and the N ew  Jersey Com ­
m unity D evelopm ent Corp.
North Jersey's #1 Tanning Salon 
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Special mSTUDENTS (with student I.D.) 
♦MINUTES FROM CAMPUS* per Visit
PRIVATE AIR CONDITIONED ROOMS 
FACE MACHINE 
WOLFF SYSTEM
420 Pompton Ave. (Rt. 23) 
Cedar Grove, NJ
(201) 239-6030 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
STUDIO THEATRE SERIES
Department o f Broadcasting, Speech Communication, 
Dance and Theatre
Jane Martin's
TALKING WITH . . .
November 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 at 8 pm 
November 10 at 2:00 pm
STUDIO THEATRE
Call (201) 655- 5112 for reservations
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gogy.”
Dr. Nicholas M. Michelli, Dean of 
the College of Education and Hum an 
Services, added, “T h e  question here 
was never, ‘Why should we do this,’ the 
question was ‘How can we do this?’”
MSU conducted the first nationwide 
search for a Director o f the C enter of 
Pedagogy, and selected Dr. Judy Minier, 
who began work on Aug. 1. Minicr and 
her staff are located in Chapin Hall, and 
her position incorporates the duties of 
M SU’s former Office of T eacher E d u ­
cation. W hen asked how the center 
would affect MSU students currently in 
the teacher education program, M inier 
replied that MSU studen t teachers have 
first priority in working with clinical 
faculty m em bers at participatingschools. 
Also, MSU is instituting a m entoring 
program for first-year teachers, she said.
MSU alumni will be able to seek guid­
ance from a faculty m em ber during the 
first critical year o f teaching.
In addition to prom oting a closer re­
lationship with school districts, Minicr 
will be working with arts and sciences, 
faculty to heighten awareness of the 
im portance of teachereducation , and to 
review the teacher education curricu­
lum. Cooperation from the departm ents 
of arts and sciences is crucial, because 
these academic subjects comprise 70 to I 
80 percent of a potential teacher’s edu-  ^
cational program.
M SU ’s C enter o f Pedagogy is the „ 
first o f its kind in the nation; many ideas 
are being considered and many deci-L 
sions still have to be made. T h e  Nov. |  
dedication m arked both the beginning I 
of a new era in the education of educa- • 
tors, and a reaffirmation of M SU’s tradi­
tional com m itm ent to excellence in 
teacher education.
“Knowledge is o f two kinds. We know a  subject ourselves, or 
we know where we can fin d  information upon it. ”
Sam uel Johnson, 1709-1784
\ ________________________________ _ ________________________________ J
W rite f o r  N ew s!
Contact the news desk at 
x5216 or stop by room 113 in 
the Student Center Annex. 
Thank You!
Biology labs now working 
with “a lack of supplies”
Students have to purchase their ow n safety equipm ent
by Lorren Magnus
Recently, there have been specula­
tions that the supplies in the biology 
classes and labs are insufficient. Since 
no lab fees are paid by students, the 
biology departm ent’s budget has to be 
spread out evenly amongst the most 
needed supplies. Therefore, students 
are being advised to purchase their own 
gloves to be used and reused in their 
classes.
Dr. Bonnie Lustigm an, chairperson 
of the biology departm ent, explained 
why students now need to buy some of 
their own supplies. “Students have 
never paid lab fees. In the past, we 
supplied gloves to the students, but 
they were thrown away after each use,” 
she said. “Now students buy their own 
gloves and wash them  out after each 
use.
“Gloves are still supplied to students 
in the M olecular Biology classes, be­
cause some of the materials used could 
be harmful, and new gloves are needed 
every tim e. Gloves and slides are the
only th ing students need to buy th em ­
selves.
“T h ere  is definitely  a lack o f sup­
plies,” said Lustigm an, “but the bud ­
get only stretches so far and costs of 
supplies have gone up. We use the 
money to buy glasswear, slides, animals 
and plants for dissection, and recently, 
we have been purchasing software for 
use in the labs. W c are trying to move 
away from dissecting the animals and 
moving towards com puter assisted lab 
experiences, most o f which are in terac­
tive.”
Some of the new programs being 
used in these interactive lab classes are: 
Body Works {for H um an Anatomy), Tree- 
sure H unt (for Botany in conjunction 
with the University of Delaware), a frog 
dissection program, and a graphing pro­
gram.
“All of the studen ts in the biology 
departm ent receive a hands-on educa­
tion and are well prepared for future 
c la sse s  and  e m p lo y m e n t ,” sa id  
Lustigm an.
I
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Flags not lowered on Monday, 
despite p rio r state notification
by Jeon-Marie Kavetta
Despite notifications from President 
( dintonandG overnorC hristic Whitman 
requiring that American flags he low­
ered to half-mast on M onday, Nov. f>, 
MSI did not comply.
Students observed the lack o f change 
in the flag’s position on M onday. Both 
m em bers of the Jewish S tuden t l nion 
IJSI | and of the MontcUtrion contacted 
Pres. Reid for an explanation.
\ response to the situation came on 
W ednesday m orning. I)r. L ee  Wilcox, 
vice-president for S tudent D evelop­
m ent and C am pus I fife, explained that, 
"T he flag was lowered yesterday (Tues­
day) morning. W e are a state organiza­
tion, so we need  notifica­
tion from the governor’s of­
fice to lower the flag, not 
from Bill Clinton. We low­
ered the flag as soon as the 
notification was received.”
I lowever, an assistant to 
the governor explained that. 
“ \  memo was sen t out very 
early Monday m orning to 
lower the flag to half-mast 
for the day. It was to be 
lowered for M onday only.” 
Observers noticed that 
the  flag was not placed at 
half-mast until W ednesdav 
morning. The S'tars and Stripes outside o f the Student Center a t half-mast on Wednesday afternoon
Powell w ithdraw s from race 1 isit the M ontila ri on home page on the Internet at: http:www.montclair.edulPages/Molitela rioniM ontila rion.html
by Christine M iller
After an ex tended  period o f “agoniz­
ing decision m aking,” Colin Powell has 
decided not to campaign for presidency 
in the 19% election.
At 3:00p.m. KST, Powell announced 
his decision to a crowd at the Ramada 
Plaza Hotel in Alexandria, Virginia.
T here  were many factors contribut­
ing to his w ithdrawal from the candi­
date. including “very strongopposition” 
from Alma Powell, his wife. She feared 
that in light o f the Rabin assassination 
Powell would becom e a strong poten­
tial assassination target h im self should
Rabin con't from p. 1
straighten it for him. It is a m om ent I 
will cherish as long as I live,” Clinton
said.
Thousands o f Israelis gathered  Mon­
day at the Pel Aviv square w here Rabin 
w as slain, lighting candles and m ount­
ing a quiet vigil. T housands more 
huddled outside the apartm ent build­
ing where the 73-vear-old prim e minis­
ter lived in the  northern Pel Aviv sub­
urb of Ramamt Aviv.
The man w ho confessed to killing 
Rabin, Jewish law student Yigal Amir, 
told the judge the assassination was 
m eant to halt the M ideast peace pro­
cess. Amir told M agistrate Dan Arbcl 
that Rabin w anted to “give our country 
to the Arabs. We need to be cold- 
hearted,” he said.
Arbel told the court, “ the  suspect 
confesses to the  m urder of Prim e Min­
ister Yitzhak Rabin and does not deny 
that he planned it in advance and did it 
with a clear m ind .”
Amir’s 27-year-old brother, Hagai, 
also has been arrested and will be held 
for seven days. Hagai Amir told the 
court that he gave his brother bullets of 
the type used to kill Rabin.
A police official said the 9m m  Beretta
he seek the presidency.
Powell indicated when he originally 
notified the public of his in tentions of 
running for office that he would want to 
represent the Republican party in the 
elections, d ispite  criticism of his de­
fense of abortion rights, his support of 
lim ited gun control, and his opposition 
to a constitutional am endm ent for prayer 
in public schools.
Concerning his future in tentions, 
Powell told the  convention audience, 
“ I am searching for the role I should 
play. What w e’re seeing is that you're 
still looking...forchange. Real change.”
pistol Yigal Amir used apparently was 
licensed to I lagai Amir, who is a college 
studen t in the W est Bank. Army radio 
reported that police suspect I lagai Amir 
may have helped plan the assassination.
I nvestigators are trying to determ ine 
w hether Yigal Amir killed Rabin on be­
half of a Jewish extrem ist group.
W hen asked when he got his ideas, 
Yigal Amir told the magistrate that he 
drew  on the I lalacha, which is the Jew­
ish legal code. “According to the 
I lalacha, you can kill the enem y,” Amir 
said. When asked w hether he acted 
alone, Amir replied: “It was G od .”
Hagai Amir told the court that his 
brother asked him who to kill to stop the 
M ideast peace process, and told him 
that he had tw ice aborted plans to kill 
Rabin.
I lagai Amir said that he had modified 
the 9mm bullets he gave to Yigal Amir, 
boring holes in them  to insert iron pel­
lets. T he  m odification made them  more 
accurate. He denied  that his brother 
told him he was going to use the  bullets 
to kill the prim e minister.
Yigal Amir’s family has h ired an at­
torney, but Amir told the judge he did 
not want to be represented. Legal 
sources say Amir would probably face 
life im prisonm ent, if convicted.
Send any comments and/or 
story ideas to the News Editor 
v ia  the internet at: 
M athisonK@ alpha.m ontclair.edu
JAMES C. ROBINSON « O K A N C B  -  Ü M G W  ACE VENTURA WHEN NATO 
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Campus Police Report compiled by Kristina Mathison
MEDICAL
Nov. 1 a m ale playing basketball in 
P anzer Gym collided  w ith ano ther 
player. He suffered a two inch lacera­
tion above the eye. Me was taken to 
M ontclair C om m unity Hospital.
Nov. 2 at 9:11 p.m. a male reported 
falling while playing football on the run­
ning track. He injured his knee and was 
taken to M ountainside Hospital.
Nov. 5achcerleadingcoach reported 
being accidentally hit in the m outh by a 
cheerleaders elbow. He was taken to 
the  Verona First Health.
SUSPICIOUS PACKAGE
Nov. 3 at 6:08 p.m. a female reported 
at headquarters that a suspicious box- 
type briefcase was lying under a public 
telephone. Officers were dispatched 
and the article was photographed. T he 
bom b squad was contacted through the 
Passaic County Sheriffs departm ent. 
Traffic was diverted while the  bomb 
squad ’s robot investigated and tried to 
open the package.
After being unsuccessful, the  bomb 
squad discharged a shotgun shell filled 
w'ith water. N oth ing  was found inside 
the  case.
SUSPICIOUS PERSON
Nov.5 at 2:05 p.m. President Reid 
reported a suspicious looking person 
behind the Bond 
H ouse. Officers 
arrived and d is ­
covered a food ser­
v ice  e m p lo y e e  
seeking President 
R eid’s house for a 
catering event.
N ov. 7 at 11 
a .m . a fem ale  
Sprague L ibrary 
e m p lo y e e  r e ­
p o r te d  a w h ite  
m alestaringather 
continuously. She 
fe lt  u n c o m fo rt­
ab le  and left to 
m eet a friend outside 
where see noticed him following her 
again. T he man was identified as the 
suspect wanted for attem pted kidnap­
ping.
CRIMINAL MISCHIEF
Nov. 1 betw een 10:28 and 10:29 
a.m. a professor at the Fine Arts build­
ing reported finding clay pieces scat­
tered all over the pottery room and som e­
one having defecated in the corner.
AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
Nov. 1 at 11:35 
.m . th e  p ro fe s ­
s io n a l guard  at 
B la n to n  H all r e ­
ported a male in the 
H ealth C enter that 
was assaulted in the 
mall area north o f the 
library. T he victim 
and his g irlfriend  
were approached by 
a m ale that the girl­
friend knew only by 
first name. T h e  sus­
pect engaged them  
in conversation and 
as they left he pat­
ted the girlfriend on the buttocks. After 
the boyfriend question the suspect’s ac­
tion, the suspect struck the boyfriend 
across the face, scratching it extensively. 
T h e  boyfriend was treated at the H ealth  
Center. An investigation is on going.
ASSAULT
Nov. 4 at 2:10 p.m. a soccer referee
reported that he e jected  a player from a 
game on the football field. T he player 
threw a ball into the referees face caus­
ing b leed ing  in the m outh  and swelling 
of the lip. T h e  referee signed a criminal 
complaint.
HARASSING PHONE CALLS
Nov. 1 a Blanton Hall female resi­
dent reported receiving harassing phone 
calls of a sexual nature. T h e  investiga­
tion is continuing.
Oct. 9 to Nov. 3 a Blanton Hall fe­
male resident reported receiving ha­
rassing phone calls on a nightly basis 
betw een 2 and 5 a.m. T h e  investigation 
is continuing.
Nov. 1 to Nov. 7 a Bohn Hall fem ale 
resident reported receiving harassing 
phone calls of a sexual nature late at 
night. T h e  investigation is continuing.
SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE
Nov. 5 at 12:15 p.m . an officer on 
patrol noticed a vehicle driving down 
H eating Plant Way at a high rate of 
speed with its rear window smashed. 
T he  suspect was followed. A vehicle 
check showed that the  vehicle was not 
co n tin u e d  on  p . P
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stolen, but tha t the  driver’s license was 
suspended and num erousw arrants were 
out for the d river’s arrest. N ew ark  Po­
lice were contact to pick up the  Blanton 
Hall female residen t driver.
CHILD ABANDONMENT
Nov. 6 at 6:19 p.m. On C ollege Av­
enue near B lanton Hall an officer on 
patrol noticed a toddler and seven- 
month-old infan t alone in a vehicle. 
Since nobody had returned a fter an hour 
and a half, the  Division of Youth and 
Fam ily Services [DYFS] was contacted 
and the children were brought to head­
quarters. T h e  toddler said that their 
m other was in the  library. T h e  father
was contacted and the m other was 
found. T he children were returned to 
th e ir  parents.
d  gm  #  m  H p fi ~ 'N\Safety Tip 
of The
Week
Irrought to you by the Department o f 
Safety and Security
Avoid bringing cash, wallets or 
o th er valuables to the athletic fa­
cilities. Avoid showering alone in 
th e  locker rooms.
V_______ _ ___________)
by Victor Cirilo
At last w eek’s SGA m eeting, a bill 
that proposes leasing five new Apple 
Powermacs for the Montclarion was v e ­
hem ently debated. T h e  computers cu r­
rently in the office are six years old and 
are, according to m em bers of the organi­
zation, “worn out and basically out of 
date p ieces of junk.”
T h e ir  bill asked for an appropriation 
for $4,000 from Unappropriated Surplus 
for the down payment and then $591 per 
month for a period of 60 m onths (5 years) 
to lease five complete Apple Powermac 
7500 com puter systems.
T he E xecutive Board felt that it 
should be left in a com m ittee because, 
according to SGA treasurer Jane Loake, 
“I’m not fam iliar with the  procedure for 
the SGA to lease equ ipm en t.”
Furtherm ore, they felt it was neces­
sary to place the bill in the  W elfare and 
Internal C om m ittee, arguing that it was 
a matter o f great im portance and that 
the SGA’s fu ture was at stake. T he bill, 
after a long discussion, was tabled and 
left back in com m ittee.
Another resignation by a C abinet 
M ember shocked the legislature last 
week. Dan Marshall, a respected m em ­
ber of the SGA, resigned his position of 
Director o f Academic Affairs. 'Flic leg­
islature w asn ’t aware of M arshall’s deci­
sion until President Francois Dander 
reported tha t he was no longer with the 
SGA.
Marshall hinted toward his resigna­
tion the w eek  before by complaining 
that he was sick of the apathy by the 
legislature and was annoyed at the lack 
of interest th a t was being shown in the 
field of academ ics.
Jason G erb , Chairman o f the In te r ­
nal Affairs Com m ittee, said, “T he  SGA 
has lost a genu ine dedicated  individual; 
his presence every W ednesday and ev­
ery day will be greatly m issed.”
Last w eek , the M ontclarion reported 
that there was a lot of shuffling of the 
statues and tha t many d ifferen t changes 
of the rules were being proposed. One 
change th a t passed on O ct. 25 dealt with 
the changing of the absten tion  in the 
voting o f appropriations and chartering. 
Originally the  abstention counted as a 
“no,” bu t under this bill, abstentions 
would have a neutral e ffec t in a vote.
This bill, however, was vetoed by 
Dander because he said th a t the legisla­
tors did not know what they  voted on.
In o ther SGA news, T h e  Arab S tu ­
dent O rganization was appropriated  
$750 dollars from Unappropriated Sur­
plus to cover donations to the Asian 
Student Association for their Asian I leri- 
tage W eek.
T here  was an appropriation of$l ,172 
made for the M ulti-C ultural Food Fes- 
tival that is being held on Nov. 9.
There will be a 
News section 
meeting on 
Tues. 11/14 
at 3 p.m. in the 
Montclarion 
office. All 
writers must 
attend!
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NEW JERSEY!'
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OF SKI CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT!
ALL AT SAVINGS UP TO
OFF
REG U LA R P R IC ES!
UNIVERSAL 
SKI PACKAGE
B U Y  A N Y  P A IR  O F  S K IS  A T T H E  L O W  S A L E  P R IC E  ... 
T A K E  $ 1 0 ° °  O F F  A N Y  P A IR  O F  B IN D IN G S  A N D  G E T  
FREE- SKI POLES 
FREE- LIFETIME TUNE-UPS 
FREE- UNRESTRICTED LIFT TICKET TO 
VERNON VALLEY GREAT GORGE.
IRBLAOE -AS BRAVOBLADE A S T .........................
K-2 EXOTECH ‘94 EXTREME F L IG H T..............................
ROCES '95 ST. LOUIS SR 
CALIFORNIA PRO TX T 500............................................................................ . TOM *
FEATURING EX H IB ITS  BY:
R O C K Y  M O U N T A IN  T O U R S  •  B E L L E A Y R E  •  E L K  M O U N T A IN  • H U N T E R  M O U N T A IN  •  P IC O  
S H A W N E E  •  S K I C A R D  IN T E R N A T IO N A L  • V E R N O N  V A L L E Y  G R E A T  G O R G E  • S K I W IN D H A M  
L Y N X  S K I T O U R S  •  M O N T  T R E M B L A N T  • T A N G L E W O O D  S K I A R E A  A N D  O T H E R S !
M E E T  C E L E B R IT IE S  F R O M  Y O U R  F A V O R IT E  R A D IO  S T A T IO N S : 
W F A N , W H T Z , W P L J , W NEW , W Q H T, W DHA, I V X R K  A N D  M O R E ]
HEAD GXI S K IS ................. ..............
SALOMON EVOLUTION 600 BOOTS 
MARKER MR RACE BINDINGS___
.99 .00
179.95
.79.95
m
TVROUA LADIES P AN TS ..............................
UVEX SNOWBIRD GOGGLES . . . ....................
NILS LADIES' PARKA........................................
KAELIN MENS 3/4 PARKA................................
MEN'S WOOL BLEND SWEATERS....................
INSULATED OVERALLS....................................
. .939.50
. .  .19.95 
. . .99.95 
. . .99.95 
. . .39.90 
. . .19.95
N O W
$89.95
.99.95
99.95
69.95
P R IN C E T O N
W E  G U A R A N T E E  TH E  LO W E S T P R IC E S ... OR YOUR M O N E Y  B A C K I
FR EE  PARKING BEFO RE 5PMI GIANTS STADIUM  - AT THE MEADOWLANDS
F O R  M O R E  IN F O R M A T IO N  C A L L :
1-800-ALL-SKIS
W E S TC H E S TER : N E W  JE R S E Y : LO N G  IS L A N D :
3 2 2  S aw  M ill R ive r R d . • R t 9A  N o rth  7 00  R t. 3  W e s t 2 5 0  So. S e i v ic e  R d. • L I E .  E x it 3 7
E lm s  fo rd , N Y  C lifton , N J  R os lyn , L .l.
9 1 4 -5 9 2 -4 1 4 1  2 0 1 -7 7 9 -7 1 0 0  5 1 6 -6 2 6 -6 0 0 0
|U S t
‘«Sfcss
r»at •kiwi’*
S A V E  B I G  O N  S K I I N G
Save $8 on a Full Day Lift Ticket Mon.-Frl.
S a v e  55 on Weekend and Weekday Lift Tickets
Lift ticket otters only valid on adult full day. adult half day. adult night, adult tw ilight, and 
full day and night tickets. One discount per coupon, cannot be combined with other otters, 
offers expire after the 1995/96 ski season. Only valid during regular season full pricing
R O C K Y  M OUN TAIN  T O U R S  SH O W  S P E C IA L !  
TAOS, N EW  M EX IC O
ROUND TRIP FROM NEWARK TO ALBERQUERQUE ON NORTHWEST. 5 NIGHTS LODGING. 
4 DAY TAOS LIFT PASS. O N LY  •595” PP!  ONLY AT THE SHOW!
N O R T H W ES T
A I R L I N E S
SKI
WHERE W A f / N I
THERE'S t o  V A IL  C O L O R A D O
SHOW AIR • LAND • LIFT TICKETS
WE GO1 N0 PURCHASE NECESSARY
DETAILS ON ENTRY BLANK
ALL M A JO R  
C R E D IT  C A R D S  
A C C E P TE D !
6  DAYS ONLY!
MON. N OV 6 6 P M - M ID
T U E S . (ELECTION 0AY) N OV 7 NOON- M ID
W ED . NOV 8 NOON- M ID
T H U R S . N OV 9 NOON- M ID
FR I. (VETERANS DAY) NOV. 10 NOON- M ID
SAT. N OV 11 10 AM- 8 P M
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F ood F estival hopes to open the m ind and satisfy the stomach
b\ Jean ine Tru/xc
With the support of the SGA, faculty, 
and administration, the Montclair State 
University Unity Collaboration ¡splitting 
on a M ulti-cultural Food Festival..
T he festival promises to be an extraor­
dinary event, in which student groups 
and faculty members contribute delica­
cies from every corner o f the  Earth.
After all what better way to alert one­
self to the  cultures and people of other 
countries than to become acquainted with 
their food? Food is the one medium with 
no language barriers.
I spoke with Associate Dean of Stu­
dents Jam es Harris last w eek, and asked 
him w hat he hopes to accomplish with 
this festival.
“T h e  Multicultural Food Festival is an 
excellent way to have people of different
races, ethnicity, religous and nationalities 
to meet and interact with one another,” 
said Harris.
He explained that the Collaboration, 
which is made up of faculty, administra­
tors, students and staff, felt the need for 
the university population to become more 
acquainted with the cultures that sur­
rounded and touched them every day.
People that are directly involved in the 
collaboration are President Reid; Francois 
Dauder, President of the SGA; Dean 
Helen and Dr. George Petty.
T he idea for the food festival came 
about last year when Dean Harris, Sal 
Anderson, the former President of the 
SGA, and others tried to come up with a 
way of bringing the students of MSU 
together.
Harris stated that the “purpose of the
food festival is to intentionally bring di­
verse people together to work toward 
increased communication through inter­
action.”
T his event will promote communica­
tion between people by encouraging the 
participants to find out about the historic 
significance of the food they are enjoying 
from those who m ade it.
N ot only will our stomachs be de­
lighted with the joys of international foods, 
but our eyes will be opened to the folklore 
and rich texture of the culture from which 
it came. '
T here  will also be live bands, African 
and Latino dance, and other exciting en ­
tertainment.
T h e  Collaboration hopes this first 
multi-cultural event will be a stepping 
stone to many future events which pro-
m ote com m unication and education 
among people at MSU.
Organizations that have involved them ­
selves in the food festival include Lam bda 
T heta  Alpha, the W ellspring Program, 
the Haitian Student Organization, LASO, 
OSAU, the Caribbean Student Organiza­
tion, the Asian Student Association, the 
W eekend Student Association, WMSC, 
the Jewish Student Organization, the 
Hellenic Students Association, TheMont- 
darion, the Office of Public Information 
and the SGA.
At the next m eeting of the Unity Col­
laboration more unity  events will be 
planned.
F u ture  programs will include a Unity 
Dance and a workshop on an issue that 
divides people along racial and ethnic 
boundries.
Rabin assassinated following Peace Rally
by Jean-Marie Navetta &  Joseph Paternoster 
T he  world was in shock on Saturday 
when news that Yitzhak Rabin, the Prime 
Minister o f Israel, had been  assassinated 
following a peace rally in T e l Aviv, Israel.
Rabin was shot at three times while 
entering his car by Yigal Amir, a law stu­
dent as Bar Ilan University. He claimed 
that he acted alone and had been plan­
ning the assassination for some time.
T he shooting occurred following a 
peace rally which celebrated the move 
toward the newly forged freedom be­
tween Palestine and Israel. Rabin was an 
integral leader in these talks, which were 
perceived by some Israelis as too sacrifi­
cial to Palestine.
In the  speech before his death, Rabin 
comm ented that those present “demon­
strate, together with many others who did 
not come, that the people truly desire 
peace and oppose violence. Violence 
erodes the basis of Israeli democracy. It 
must be condemned and isolated.” 
Shimon Peres, Israeli Foreign Minis­
ter, assum ed the position o f Acting Prime 
Minister. Following R abin’s death, he 
remarked that, “We are all determined to 
continue (the peace process) in this great 
way, to serve the people, to serve the 
state, as a strong and secure state without 
any doubts in its peace affairs. This is the 
only thing we can do after such a tragedy.” 
President Clinton openly showed his 
sadness at the tragic death  o f Rabin. H e 
remarked, “Yitzhak Rabin was my part­
ner and my friend. I adm ired him and I 
loved him  very much...Shalom, haver - 
goodbye, friend.”
T he reactions of both students and 
faculty at M SU mirrored those of people
worldwide. T h e  Jewish S tudent Union 
[JSU] dedicated its meeting on Monday 
evening to discussion of the  events. 
Members Joshua Nowack, Tova Flynn, 
Dina Dubi, Eveleen Solomon, and Evan 
Weiner agreed that they all felt “shocked” 
and that it was “very hard to verbalize how 
they felt.”
“Notall people agreed with what Rabin 
did or said, bu t he was elected. You just 
d o n ’t do th a t ,” com m ented  Joshua 
Nowack. “Rabin was able to look at the 
long term effects of what he was doing in 
the peace process, which is something 
that a lot of people didn’t realize.”
The m em bers all discussed how the 
Israeli culture has become a “culture of 
death” since it seems that everyone in 
Israel knows someone who was killed 
protecting the nation. Tova Flynn ob­
served that, “ its such a pity that this is now 
part of the Rabin family.”
There was extensive discussion sur­
rounding the revelation that Amir, the 
assassin, is Jewish. “Who can you trust? 
You can’t even trust your own fellow 
Jew,” com m ented Flynn. Despite this 
reality, the m em bers felt that this event 
should not scar the image o f Israel as “a 
land of peace, fairness, and sweetness.” 
T here seemed to be consensus with the 
assertion that Israel needs the support of 
other nations now more than it ever has 
before.
Dr. George Zibergeld of M SU ’s Politi­
cal Science departm ent com m ented that 
Rabin’s death will not harm the peace 
process. “If anything, this will intimidate 
the opposition to the process...this will 
probably make people more willingtoget 
past all of these events and work for a
m uch calmer state.”
At Rabin’s funeral on Tuesday, his 
wife, Leah, said that “two bullets killed 
this great, wonderful man.” Based on the 
reaction at MSU, it seems that although 
Rabin has been killed, his ideas, work, 
and beliefs will continue to guide the 
peace process both in Israel and in the 
personal recovery o f all affected by this 
event.
Stone touches on all emotions during poetry reading
f
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by Suzanne Feigle
On Monday, Novem ber 6, T h e  Vis­
iting Writers Program of the English 
Departm ent sponsored a poetry read­
ing by Ruth Stone.
Stone, author of “Simplicity” and 
"W ho is W idow’s Muse?” is one of 
today’s best American poets. H er peers 
describe heras “dazzling, original, fear­
less, funny and deeply 
moving.” She is also the 
winner of the Best Ameri­
can Poetry of 1991 Award.
T h e  small crowd that 
passed on lunch to sec Ms.
Stone definitely received 
a treat. Afterherfirst read­
ing, “Curtains,” Stone announced, “If 
you don’t laugh, I will think I’m a fail­
ure.” This put the  entire audience at 
ease. She read almost twenty poems 
ranging from th e  hysterically funny 
“Translations” to “T h e  Widow’sSong,” 
which reflected the emotions experi­
enced from her husband's death.
A professor at the  State U niversity of
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New York at Binghamton, Stone travels 
the tri-state area reading her poetry to 
students and her peers. She speaks o f j 
desire to end the destruction that occurs 
in the  world and her plan for peace. “If  j 
we ju st wrote poetry and loved each 
other, things would be great!” she said.
T h e  thing that fascinated me about 
Ruth Stone was her charisma. She is a
_____  woman who has recovered
from a broken hip, gives 
readings, teaches, and pub­
lishes fantastic books. She 
also recognizes the value 
of her students and their 
writing. “Some of the best 
poetry that I have read this 
year cam e from my undergraduate s tu ­
dents. T hey  are really great because 
their m inds have not had the chance to 
be corrupted.”
H er spirit is definitely an inspiration. 
Stone’s writings reflect a funny, excit­
ing, thought - provoking look on society. 
She is an excellent author and I ’m glad 
tohave experienced he r wonderful work.
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Dear Career Services
Dear Career Services,
Q: I recently had a serious car acci­
dent and was injured badly. I owe my 
rapid recovery to an excellent physical 
therapist. Beingwith this person got me 
thinking about a career , in physical 
therapy. Mow can 1 find out about it?
A: Read books and articles about 
physical therapy, which can be found in 
the Career Services library, in Sprague 
library or at your local bookstore.
One particularly good resource is 
“Therapists and Allied I lealth Profes­
sionals Career Directory,” edited by 
Bradley J. Morgan and Joseph M. 
Palmisano.
It would also be helpful to speak to 
several physical therapists from differ­
en t work settings. You can get names 
from Career Services or the New Jersey
Association of Physical Therapists. You 
might want to ask if they would permit 
you to “shadow” them; to actually go to 
the workplace and spend the day observ­
ing what the person does.
Lastly, you might want to volunteer at 
a physical therapy departm ent at your 
local hospital, at an out-patient facility or 
at a nursing home.
The aim of all this activity is to gain a 
realistic picture of rewards and frustra­
tions. T h e  more you know about a career, 
the better your decision-making will be.
Q: A friend of mine recently accepted 
a job offer from Company X fora position 
he didn’t really want. His thinking was 
that given the current job market, any job 
was better than no job at all, even a job 
that d idn 't quite match what he had in 
mind. T hree  weeks after acceptingCom-
pany X ’s position, he also accepted an­
other job offer with Company Y for a 
position that was closer to what he had 
originally wanted.
Although I can sympathize with his 
dilemma, because obviously it would have 
been hard to turn down an offer for som e­
thing he really wanted to do, it bothers me 
how he bandied the situation. What do 
you think?
A: I ’m glad that you are bothered by 
your friend’s behavior. T here  are certain 
unwritten rules about job hunting and 
accepting a job offer. Accepting a profes­
sional position and then leaving it after so 
short a tim e is simply not done.
In addition to greatly inconveniencing 
the employer, who must now begin a new 
search to hire someone else, such an ac­
tion showed your friend to be inconsider­
ate, and completely unaware of the 
networks that exist among human re­
source professionals.
In the first place, he should have 
rem embered to treat everyone the way 
lie would like to be treated. He should 
have told the interviewer at Company 
X the truth; that while he was inter­
ested in the position, he still had other 
opportunities pendingand would need 
two weeks.
Most companies understand what is 
involved in job hunting and will be 
able to grant time for decision making.
During those two weeks, he should 
have gotten in touch with other inter­
viewers to inform them o f what had 
transpired.
He would have learned of Com­
pany Y’s interest and would have been 
able to act responsibly.
Log-On @ MSU
by Rita Bronnenkant
My life changed without me even 
noticing it. W hen it happened, I was 
surprised. I finally realized the effect of 
computer technology on my life.
Last Saturday after dinner 1 logged 
on to my America On Line account. 
T h a t system always greets you with a 
welcome screen listing current high­
lights of AOL offerings, sports, news, 
etc. It was there that I saw the bulletin 
about the assassination of Israeli Prime 
Minister Rabin.
T he  news was already a couple hours 
old, but I had not heard it. T h e  radio and 
TV were off. I was out-of-touch. I 
scanned A O L’s article quickly, down­
loaded email and logged off. Remem­
ber, this is a commercial service. T hen  
I logged on to MSLJ’s Alpha/LYNX to 
do some term paper research. Theopen- 
ingscreenforsearch engine Yahoo head­
lined Rabin’s death. I selected it to find 
several articles on the m enu. While 
perusing the Rabin info, the “new mail 
on Alpha from so-and-so” flashed across 
the bottom of my screen. 1 exited my 
web search to respond to my friend’s 
email. I m entioned Rabin’s death. He, 
too, had been totally unaware. 1 then 
emailed a friend in West Virginia, m en­
tioning Rabin in my post. It was news to 
him, also. Previously— as in my entire 
life— I have received news via radio, 
television or newspapers. This is the 
first time that world news actually 
reached me via computer first. 1 would 
bet that I am not the only person who 
first learned of the event on line. I never 
in my wildest dreams thought that any­
thing would compete with radioand tele­
vision in this area. Why am I so surprised? 
Here I am, writing a newspaper column 
aboutcomputing. If I even mention radio 
or TV at all, it’s to reference a computer- 
related program. I can’t wait to see what 
comes next.
This Saturday, Novem ber 11th, is V et­
erans Day. We honor the m en and women, 
both living and dead, who served America 
in order that we can live in peace and 
freedom. I spent three hours Sunday 
afternoon checking out web sites relating 
to veterans. I hoped that no one noticed, 
but I was the one with tears streaming 
down my face as I read the poems and 
stories written by Vietnam vets about 
their own experiences and in memory of 
slain comrades.
Join me now in a cyber journey to m eet 
some of the people whdse lives were 
forever altered when the responded to 
their nation’s call. First stop is http:// 
www.vietvet.org. This page is dedicated 
to the memory of Lewis B. Puller, Jr., 
Pulitzer Prize-winning author for his 1992 
autobiography, Fortunate Son: '¡'he Healing 
o f a Vietnam Vet. T he  book relates his 
struggles to overcome combat injuries 
received in 1968 and his later alcoholism. 
Fuller’s father, a World War II L ieuten­
ant General, was the most-decorated 
Marine in United States history.
If you have not had the opportunity to 
visit T he Wall in Washington, D.C., then 
do it here. Select Peruse the Wall/The 
Wall on the Web and find the names of 
relatives or friends. If you don’t know 
anyone, feel free to look up the two 1 
remembered: I larry Edward Taylor and
Lester Cafiero. Did you know that there 
is a Moving Wall? I did not. It’s a replica 
of the original and it taken to towns and 
cities throughout the country to give 
Americans an opportunity to pay homage 
to the 58,000+ men and women who gave 
their lives in Vietnam. I wish I had known 
about it sooner. This past Sunday was the 
last day th e  M oving W all was in 
Succasunna. Prior to that it was in Union.
Scroll through the site to the Oral H is­
tory and Folklore Project, created by Dr. 
Lydia Fish. She and 1 have corresponded, 
via email of course, and she told me she 
had taught at UNCextension at Ft. Bragg 
in 1964. M ostofherstudentsw ereSFand 
82nd Airborne, heading for their first or 
second ‘Nam  tour. W rote Dr. Fish, “ I 
thought they were wonderful. I still do.” 
She is a folkorist specializing in military 
folklore, especially songs. Dr. Fish also 
maintains a listscrv discussion list, vwar-1, 
established to facilitate communication 
among veterans, scholars, students and 
teachers of the Vietnam War. If you are 
in te re s te d , em ail her at 
fishhn@snybufaa.cs.snybuf.edu.
Still w ithin the same site is a link to the 
DAV(Disabled American Veterans) Viet­
nam Veterans Memorial at Angel Fire, 
New Mexico. Located in the beautiful 
Sangre de Cristo mountains, it was origi­
nally constructed by the family of David 
Wesphall, who died in com bat in 1968. 
I Isc Netscape to view th is d ramatic monu­
ment. Continue in the w eb site to Orga­
nizations and Support Groups. Find Roll­
ing Thunder, which takes place every M e­
morial Day. Thousands o f motorcyclists 
from around the country ride together
from the Pentagon to the Wall to honor 
their friends and family m em bers who 
served. M ust be an impressive sight to 
behold.
Let’s not neglect those who have 
served in other conflicts. Two good 
G u lf W ar w eb  sites  are : h ttp :// 
w w w .ides.com /G ulf_W ar/gulf.htm l, 
with a GW  mailing list, a survey for vets 
to complete, special survey for female 
vets; an d  G u lflink  at h ttp :// 
www.dtic.dla.mil/guintnk. Check out 
their resou rces for GW vets. Veterans of 
the Korean conflict m eet up at http:// 
www.onramp.net/~hbarker/ with links 
to vets groups, Korean war history, maps 
and related resources.
Did you know that an American, Rear 
Admiral Kimmel, was blamed for the 
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor? I low 
come we never heard this in history 
class? A m ovem ent is underway to post­
humously restore restore Kimmel to the 
rank of Full Admiral. Learn all about it 
at http://cedar.evansville.edu/~philweb/ 
index.html#kimmel, (that’s the num- 
ber/pound sign before kimm el), scroll 
down to the bottom of the page and cl ick 
on Kimmel Hearings.
There are Vietnam and Persian Gulf 
vets on cam pus, both in the faculty and 
student body. I’ll warrant there may be 
a few Korean and WWII vets also at 
MSU. If you m eet up with one of these 
men or wom en this week, shake their 
hand and say, “Thank you.” (Many 
thanks to I )r. Grover Furr o f the English 
Dept, and my email friend, Robert 
Thornton at N M Sl for pu tting  me in 
touch with Dr. Lydia Fish.) Peace.
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STEAK & PASTA 
RESTAURANT & NIGHT CLUB
9 5 5  A l l w o o d  R o a d , C l i f t o n , NJ 
201-773-2110 •  H o t l i n e  7 7 3 -4 0 4 0
BIGGEST 
EVE COLLEGE PARTY EVER 
AT...
Wednesday 
November 22nd
ïjïï 1 Hif•IV
Ladies 18 to Party 
-21 to Drink!
SATURDAYS
Home
of
L IV E !
DANCE
PARTY
T h i s  S a t u r d a y  *C
Ladies 18 to Party 
-21 to Drink!
Ladies watch for 
the fashion  
police & w in ...
$100
CASH
PRIZE!
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T he Multicultural Food Festival is 
|  being held in the Student C en ter Ball-
■ rooms from noon until 3:00 p.m. Ad-
■ mission is $1.00.
■ Bored out of your mind? T hen 
m come to Jcan-M arie’s program in the 
_  Blanton Hall Atrium at 8:30 p.m. and 
Í  learn all that you can about the organi- 
5  zations on campus.
Phi Alpha Delta is having their Initia­
tion Night Cerem ony at 7:00 p.m. in 
Dickson Hall room 178.
Delta Sigma T heta  Sorority Incorpo­
rated ishavinga party at William Paterson 
College from 9:00 until 1:30a.m. Admis­
sion prices range from $3 to $5. M usic will 
be provided by Mustafah & Crime.
Sleep late, watch your cartoons and 
rem em ber what it was like to not have a 
care in the world. Ah the good old days.
I Iappv Birthday Victoria. Don't get 
too wasted. {Victoria is the A&E editor).
\  M O N D A Y T U E S D A Y W E D N E S D A Y T H U R S D A Y
\  N O V E M B E R  1 3 N O V E M B E R  1 4 N O V E M B E R N O V E M B E R
T he canned food drive begins. Fill
■ up a bag with non-perishable goods. 
1  Bags arc to be dropped off at the Stu-
■ dent Center Ballrooms on Novem ber
■ 21 before noon.
I f you have anything that you would 
|  like to see in the campus calendar,
■ please submit it by noon today or send
■ it to m y em ail accoun t
■ DuncanE@ alpha.montclair.edu.
LASO is having a general member­
ship meeting in the Student C en ter room 
205. For more information contact ex­
tension 4440.
A lecture on “Sclerotherapy: T he 
Medical T reatm ent for Large Varicose 
Veins and Small Spider Veins” will be 
held in the Student Center, room 417, by 
Dawn Adams-Martini, the Director of 
Public Information and Patient Educa­
tion in New Jersey.
T h e re  will be a lec.ture scries on “A 
C h ild ’s Perspective on Blame,” by 
Claire Ciliotta, Ph.D. It will be held at 
8:00 p.m. in Dickson Hall room 177.
Latin  American and Latino Studies 
M inor present W alter Kohan, a visiting 
professor from Argentina, speaking on 
“T h e  Chiapas Revolt.” It will be held 
in Dickson Hall room 338 from 12:00 
until 1:30 p.m.
1 . . m m . . . . . . . . .
.... _ _ — . --- ___ . . ______ ______  __________ __ .............
ADOPT-A-HIGHWAY
Fall C le a n u p  '95
Come Out to Clean 
our University's Proud 
Segment o f Route 46!
In Rssociation with the 
Vouth (Environmental Society,
! I
’
if
|Fvi
DS„
F "
■J W w
C o m e  S p e n d  N e x t  
Saturday In The Poconos
A Day of Fun and 
Exciting Environmental 
Presentations
Saturday, November 11 Tuesday, November 14
M e e t at S C -1 2 0  
10:30am  to view  
A dopt-A -H ighw ay  
Video.
Then by 11am 
we hit the roads.
D o n ’t let us 
dow n with 
that MSU  
School Spirit!
Student Center Ballrooms 
and 4th Floor Conference Rooms
R eg is tra tion  
W o rk s h o p  I 
W o rk s h o p  II 
W o rk s h o p  III
9am 
1 0 :0 0  
11:40
1 2 : 4 5  ^
j> % P
4>
November 18-19
Pocono Environmental 
Education Center
Dingman Falls, PA
Students $20 i"?ir™ ha,ls’ 
General $25 gJJgSI
MM
The Conservation Club is a  Class O n e  O rg  o f the S G fi, Inc.
For more inform ation on these events a n d  others, coll x -5 1 02, or stop bu our office, SC-12 0 .
i
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Calcium is essential for strong bones in women and children
by Ann Margaret Kane
T h ere ’s no question that calcium is crucial in keeping 
hones strong.
Women and children need to be especially vigilant 
about gettingenough calcium. T h e  more you build bone 
mass in the early years, the less deterioration you’ll suffer 
later in life.
Interest in calcium was at an all-time high in the 
1980's. I ,ikc fiber is today, calcium was a nutrition buzz 
word. But for all of the interest in calcium, most people 
still do not get enough of it. N ew  research indicates that 
calcium is im portant not only during childhood, but 
throughout life.
Calcium is an essential nutrient. Since your body can’t 
make calcium, you have to rely on intake from what you 
eat. Calcium is important for building and maintaining 
strong bones, building healthy teeth, regulating heart 
beat and muscle contractions, and for blood clotting.
Calcium is also believed to play a role in preventing 
osteoporosis. Osteoporosis is a disease of thin, fragile 
bones that break easily.
T h e  calcium in foods help you m cetyourbody’sdaily 
needs. If there isn’t enough calcium available in the 
foods you cat, your body will take the calcium it needs
Steps to Keep Your Bones 
Healthy:
• Eat three serv ings of calcium-rich foods a day.
• Exercise regularly. W alking at least 20-30 min­
utes at least three times a w eek can keep bones 
strong.
• Eat enough calories to maintain a healthy 
weight, don’t strive to be too thin.
• Make sure your body has enough vitamin D. 
Vitamin D is m ade by your body through exposure 
to sunlight and helps absorb calcium.
• Don’t smoke.
• If you drink  alcohol, do so in moderation. Both 
smoking and alcohol inhibit calcium absorption.
from your bones.
Your bonesact as a savings account forcalcium. If your 
diet supplies enough calcium, your body deposits some 
in your bones. If your diet is low in calcium, your body 
makes a withdrawal from your bones.
Unfortunately, many Americans do not get enough 
calcium. Approximately 25 million Americans have 
osteoporosis, and about 80 percent of them arc women.
T h e  average woman today gets only 1-1/2 servings of 
calcium rich foods a day, or about half of what she needs. 
Three out of four teenagers don’t get enough calcium. 
Children begin to reduce their calcium intake after age 
10, just when their need for calcium increases.
Since our bodies naturally lose bone mass during and 
after middle age, we need calcium throughout our lives 
to balance the resulting calcium loss.
Adequate amounts of calcium are extremely impor­
tant duringchildhood and in the teen years, because the 
individual is still growing. W ithout enough calcium, a 
child develops less bone, or peak bone mass, than it 
should.
Calcium is important for adult men and women also. 
Osteoporosis is a condition characterized by a gradual 
loss of calcium resulting in porous weak bones.
This potentially cripplingdisease is caused, in part, by 
too little calcium over a lifetime. Osteoporosis affects 
both men and women. It is more common in women, 
due to estrogen loss after menopause. Estrogen is a 
female hormone that protects the bones.
Fortunately, even if you’ve been skimping on cal­
cium for years, it is never too late to get enough. Eating 
a well-balanced diet with a wide variety of foods will help 
ensure that you do get enough calcium.
Milk haters, have no fear: calcium can be obtained in 
many non-dairy sources. Broccoli, calcium fortified cere­
als and orange juice are all good sources of calcium.
If you have concerns about the fat in dairy products, 
many low-fat varieties are now available in milk, yogurt 
and cheese products.
'The recommended dietary allowance (RDA) forcal­
cium is 800 milligrams a day for most Americans. You 
need three servings daily to meet this level, with the 
exception of children, teens and pregnant women, who 
need four.
A serving of calcium-rich food contains about 300 mg 
of calcium. T h is amount is equivalent to a cup of milk.
So, now that you sec how easy it is to get adequate 
amounts of calcium, start boning up for a fracture-free 
future!
C a l c i u m  C o u n t e r
FOOD SERVING
SIZE
CALCIUM
CONTENT
These Foods Count as One Calcium-Rich Serving
Low fat or nonfat yogurt, plain 1 cup 415 mg
Low fat or nonfat yogurt, fruited 1 cup 345 mg
M ilk, skim 1 cup 300 m g
M ilk, lowfat (2%) 1 cup 295 mg
M ilk, whole 1 cup 2%  mg
Butterm ilk 1 cup 285 mg
Calcium -fortified juice 1 cup* 300 mg
Calcium  fortified cereal with milk 1 ounce cereal/ 
1/2 cup milk
310 mg
C anned  sardines, with bones 3 ounces 260 mg
C heese pizza 2 slices
(1/4 of 12" pie)
330 mg
C heese (Romano & Parmesan only) 1 ounce 300-340 mg
These Foods Count as One-Half Calcium-Rich Serving
C heese (Swiss, chcddar, 
American, mozzarella)
1 ounce 175-270 mg
Macaroni and cheese 1/2 cup 180 mg
Kale, cooked 3 ounces 195 mg
C anned salmon, with bones 3 ounces 135 mg
Broccoli, cooked 1 cup 135 mg
Plain cereal with milk 1 ounce cereal/ 
1/2 cup milk
150 mg
Custard, baked 1/2 cup 150 mg
Pudding 1/2 cup 135 mg
T ofu , or soybean curd (prepared with 
calcium  sulfate or lactate)
4 ounces 50-250 mg**
These Foods Count as One-Quarter Calcium-Rich Serving
Ice cream, soft serve 1/2 cup 120 mg
Ice cream, hard 1/2 cup 90 mg
Ice milk, hard 1/2 cup 90 mg
Frozen yogurt, lowfat 1/2 cup 60-100 mg
Frozen yogurt, nonfat 1/2 cup 80-150 mg
Cottage Cheese (2%) 1/2 cup 80 mg
Beans, dried, cooked 1 cup 90 mg
Bok choy, raw 1 cup 75 mg
* A standard serving size for juice is 6 ounces.
1 cup equals 1 1/3 US DA servings.
#* Calcium con ten t varies widely by brand. Check labels carefully.
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If you’re a Liberal Arts, Accounting, Finance, Business or Com puter Science Graduate, 
w ith a proven academic record —  exceed your expectations at The Prudential. We’re a 
diversified, financial services company whose influence goes far beyond insurance.
The Prudential will be recruiting on campus December 5. Please submit your resume to 
the Career Services Office by November 17; qualified candidates will be contacted. An 
equal opportunity employer.
ThePrudential \lm n
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Studio T heatre’s ...Unique & Refreshing
by Jodi Kastel
The Stud ioTheatre production ofJane 
Martin’s Talking With... is a collection of 
monologues performed by an all-female 
cast. Aside from the somewhat confusing 
advertising, the show was excellent!
The fact that Talking With... is com ­
posed of an entirely female ensemble was 
unique and refreshing. Even better is the 
fact that it is being directed by a Bachelor 
of f ine Arts (BFA) student, T im  Fiorella 
from Cranford, and supported by half- 
male production staffand various produc­
tion crews. I must be dreaming—such 
sexual equality at MSLJ!
T he production opens with each of the 
characters slowly sauntering onto the set, 
led by Melissa Froio, who closes the show 
with her portrayal of “Alain.” As each 
character m eets, they hugand catch up on 
gossip, m aking the audience feel as if we 
arc looking in on a reunion of friends.
T he set is simple, with just chairs and 
lamps m aking up the bulk of the props. 
Each of the 11 actresses works with her 
own chair and lamp, fitting her character.
T he set is darkened between each of the 
monologues until the speaker switches 
on her lamp to signal the beginning of her 
respective performance. And each char­
acter has her own landing, which rise in a 
pyramid pattern in a semi-circle with last 
monologue elevated in the far center.
“Moira” begins when the announcer 
warns th a t is fifteen m inu tes until 
showtime. Sara Lynn Kelly’s character 
sheds some light into the world of acting. 
She wants to get to know the audience 
before the hypothetical show for which 
she is dressing. Kelly’s monologue is 
peppered with humorous anecdotes, as 
are most of the pieces.
N ext is “Scraps,” a disenchanted 
housewife who finds solace in Frank 
Baum’s Oz scries of books. Played by 
Dania Ramos in a bright patchwork dress 
and large Styrofoam patchwork head, 
“Scraps” is an exuberant woman who is 
just plain bored with her middle class 
existence. Ramos’ performance is origi­
nal and full of energy, much like her 
character.
Judith Le fiorati. Dania Ramos, and Tara McQuaid rehearse a scene from  Talking With.
“Laurie,” characterized by Beth I ,aird 
is the sad story of a woman lamenting her 
mother’s recent death. Her mother used 
marbles to count her dying days, and 
“Laurie” reflects on her mother’s life and 
death while clutching the bowl of marbles. 
Laird is genuine and believable. I could 
feel her character’s pain and see her tears.
Judith Leporati is hilarious as “Alary
Titfer,” the aspiring actress that will stop 
at nothing fora part. Vergingon the edge 
of psychosis during an audition, “M ary” 
and her cat “T at” leave the audience 
exploding with laughter!
M elan ie  C a n te r 's  character “ Big 
Eight,” a rodeo has-been is a sweet south­
ern cowgirl who misses the old-time ro- 
conlinued on p. Ì 6
Tito Puente & the Latin Jazz Ensemble, a mesmerizing experience
Grammy Award Winner, Tito Puente, Latin Jazz Incarnate
by Moses Sackowitz
“W hat did you do this weekend?”
“1 saw T ito  Puente!”
“Who?”
Phis is too bad. T ito  Puente is Latin 
Jazz incarnate, a Grammy Award winner 
for percussion, composing, conducting, 
and arranging. 1 le and his I ,atin Jazz E n ­
semble performed to a sold-out audience 
last Saturday, Novem ber 4 at Memorial 
Auditorium as part of the Great Events 
Scries sponsored by M SI 's School of 
Fine and Performing Arts. The Latin 
American Students Organization (LASO) 
assisted with donations and publicity.
Lpon walking into the  auditorium, I 
noticed T ito ’s timbales and the other 
instruments of the band lit in soft colors. 
Perhaps as a teaser, the bass player came 
onstage and tuned his axe, and I was 
suddenly very excited to be there.
As everyone was graciously hosted to 
their scats, the lights dim m ed and T ito  
and the band took the stage.
T he  opening num ber was “Para Los 
Romberos” (known to white kids as a 
Santana tune) and the Latin Jazz E n ­
semble took off into rhythmic realms. 
"On Broadway” was next and “All Blues” 
by Miles Davis followed that. On “All 
Blues,” T ito  and his pals began the song 
in a familiar fashion, but soon after altered 
to rhythm  and tempo and transform the 
song into danceable Latin jam, only to 
return to the original form and dazzle the 
audience.
Just watching Tito  Puente was a m es­
merizing experience. He moved with 
graceful and fluid strokes, striking his 
drums and conducting the band at the 
same time. I Ie would whip his sticks 
around his head and hit a cymbal in a 
complete circular motion! Not only that, 
but as he played, he danced and moved to 
the music, surprisingly limber for an aging 
man. O ne could see his joy and ecstasy for 
the music as he did this.
T he Mambo King was not without a 
sense of humor, either. In greeting the 
audience, he spoke in Spanish, saying
“I’m talking in Spanish and these gringos 
have no idea what I’m saying.” In English 
he quickly said, “1 was just telling my 
Latin brothers and sisters how happy I am 
to be here.” Throughout the performance 
he mentioned a smoke-out (with cigars, 
of course), said things like, “Am 1 gettin’ 
to you, Montclair!” and scatted with an­
other band member.
T he  12 member Latin Jazz Ensem ble 
also blew minds that night. A piano, bass, 
timbales, congas, and cow bell formed the 
rhythm section; and trumpets, saxes, and 
trombones floated on top tocreate a unit] tie
and engaging sound. T hese cats were on 
the m oney and played like a single entity 
rather than individuals.
In between, however, the bands m em ­
bers would have entertaining antics, such 
as pointing to T ito  and shrugging their 
shoulders as if to say, “W hat’s that guy 
doing, man?” T hey mimicked other bands 
members when they were improvising.
T his concert put me into a trance. 
I )uring one jam, a couple measures were 
filled out with percussion, and a single 
note on the piano led the whole band into 
the tune.
Towards the end of the show, T ito  
shouted out, “Did you feel it, baby? Did 
you feel it, Montclair?” and amid cries of 
“Si!” and “Yes!" he performed the show­
stopping “Oyc Com o Y’a.” T his tim e the 
whole crowd was up and dancing. One 
student said, “T his was the best thing I 
have ever seen on this stage, and I ’ve 
been here for a while.”
T ito  Puente and the Latin Jazz En­
semble took us on a journey through jazz, 
Latin rhythms, big band, Salsa, Mambo, 
and M eringue sounds.
T h ey  did this w ith humor, fun, and joy; 
and it was apparent that everyone attend­
ing had a great tim e just being alive. 
Smiles were everywhere, and music was 
1 leaven. T he Beat was God.
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V O  Y Z E ô
b\ Vanessa /.. Scozzam i
Copycat Will Make You Cringe
It has been a while since I've been to a 
nightclub and have heard the  classic 
sounds of f  reestyle Dance Music. For 
those of you who have no idea what 
Freestyle M usic is, let me give you a brief 
history.
I n August o f 1986, a rad io station called 
I lot 103 F.M. from New YorkCitv hit the 
airwaves o f the Metropolitan Area. This 
radio station played what we then called 
“underground music” because it was mu­
sic that was performed by new recording 
artists who were not recognized in the 
music b u sin ess . It was la te r called 
“Freestyle” because that’s exactly what it 
was,afreewayofexpressingyourselfwith 
powerful wordsand harmony. M ostofthe 
artists who sang Freestyle were very young 
Latino m en and women from New York 
City who had dreams of pursuing a music 
career. T hey  would perform in local night­
clubs to earn publicity, and would hope­
fully be discovered by a major record 
company.
Most of the songs were written and 
produced by the same artist. T h ese  songs 
were based on poems that were turned 
into music and given a special beat or 
rhythm that m ade you want to never stop 
singing or dancing!
O nem inuteyou would heara Freestyle 
Artist like Judy  Torres singing a song 
about the love she lost in “C om e Into My 
Arms,” and the next m inute you would 
hear a Johnny “O ” song about his “Fan­
tasy Girl.” T h e  music definitely had a lot 
of meaning, and if you were ever to write 
down one o f the songs, you would end up 
in tears (especially if the song sounded 
similar to the  way you felt about some­
one). T hat’s how good it was!
Within two years, Freestyle Dance 
Music was am ong the most popular styles 
of music on the radio. Artists that once 
performed in local New York nightclubs
like Studio 54 and the Limelight were 
gettingor had an opportunity to produce 
records and show their talents. Freestyle 
Dance Music becam e extremely popular 
in cities like Philadelphia, Miami, New- 
arkand New York. They were filled with 
nightclubs that reflected the new found 
popularity by playing the music.
In recent years, Freestyle Dance mu­
sic has disappeared from the airwaves. 
For a long time, there were many rumors 
about what had occurred to Freestyle 
M usic and why everything but Freestyle 
was being played over the airwaves. Since 
H ot 103 was the main station playing 
Freestyle, no one understood why the 
music that had once made them the most 
popular radio station in the Metropolitan 
Area was now the one style of music they 
neglected to play.
F'or a long tim e, my friends and I 
waited for Freestyle Music to return to 
the radio. Yet, here I am five years later 
and it still has not returned. However, 
while many people think Freestyle is 
dead, the way Disco music died in the 
early 80’s, Freestyle music is still very 
much alive. T h e re  are currently hun­
dreds of artists singing Freestyle music 
and hundreds more are coming to life 
everyday.
L ast S a tu rday  night, 1 w e n t to 
Chicago’s N ightclub in Lodi and saw a 
performance by a recording artist named 
L il’ Suzy. Her first song, “T ake M e In 
Your Arms,” was played over and over 
again on Z100 during the sum m er of 
1994. Suzy sang that song last Saturday 
night and she had every Freestyle Fan in 
the club singing with her; we were all 
dancing and having a good time.
Now that I have discovered Chicago’s, 
one of the few clubs that still plays 
Freestyle dance music, I am going to 
m ake it my new  hangout.
by L o r rv n  Magnus
Imagine yourself as a reputable, crim i­
nal psychologist, just having finished a 
speech to a full college lecture hall, and 
you have to go the bathroom. All of a 
sudden, a crazed, deranged m urderer 
(Harry Connick Jr. in an impressive role) 
tries to choke you to death by hanging you 
from a bathroom pipe overhead. It sounds 
unreal, but that is exactly what happens to 
Sigourney Weaver in the opening scenes 
of Copycat.
Sigourney Weaver portrays Dr. Helen 
Hudson, a criminal psychologist who is 
agoraphobic due to the unforeseen event 
m entioned  above. Dr. Hudson gets 
dragged into the world of two San Fran­
cisco detectives, ingeniously played by 
Holly H unter and D erm ot Mulroney. 
T hey  who are trying to crack the m ysteri­
ous case of an alleged serial killer. N eed ­
ing Dr. Hudson’s expertise. Detectives 
M.J. (Hunter) and Rueben (Mulroney) 
coerced Helen to take part in helping track 
the killer’s murder route before another
victim is attacked.
The three stumble upon the killer's 
plot to follow the path o f other serial 
killers, those who were mentioned in 
Dr. H udson’s speech. But the catch is, 
they m ust stop the killer before he 
reaches his last victim - Dr. I ludson.
This movie makes you stop and think 
about how safe you really arc out there in 
the “real” world. Since a lot of this movie 
takes place on and around a college 
campus, itstirsa little bitoffearintoeach 
and every' one of us. It teaches us to be 
more aware of everything around us. 
'I'he horrific, gory, detailed pictures of 
the victims (all college girls) that are 
shown up on screen are enough to make 
anyone question their own personal 
safety.
T he movie tends to be a bit too 
graphic, so for those who get queasy, you 
better not try it. But for all those out 
there who are blood and guts fans, you'll 
certainly get a kick out if this one! Copy­
cat gets an overall rating of a B+.
Greetings and welcome to Rob’s Rest 
Stop. Very often the meals in the cafete­
ria leave something to be desired. T h is 
leaves many astudentlookingelsewhere 
for his daily fill of food. On many occa­
sions, I am one of these students. O ne of 
the closest and quickest places to ea t is 
M cDonald’s. When you've decided upon 
M cD onald’s one question still remains, 
drive-thru or walk-in?
L ate  one evening m y friend Jay “ Dick 
Lewis is watching” Clark and I w ere 
posed with this question. We decided to 
drive-thru because it would be quicker 
and easier; however, we were wrong! It 
took forever for the line to move. T h e  
man waiting before us fell asleep at the 
wheel. He was awakened by a girl wait­
ing in front of him, and he left in em bar­
rassment. W hen vve finally reached that 
dreaded order box, the em ployee on the 
otherend told us to drive to the window 
before w e finished our order. After we 
paid and received our food, I noticed my 
large soda was missing. After being 
restrained by Jay, I vowed to never, ever 
drive-thru again.
T h e  next night Jay, Jon “Arch” 
Fagioli and I gave M cDonald’sachance 
to redeem  itself. T his tim e when we 
arrived the  choice was sim ple. Walk-in. 
After waiting on a very short line, we 
were greeted  by that bçautiful phrase, 
“Welcome to M cDonald’s, may I take 
your order?” Now, this is what fast food 
is all about. Afterwe paid and received 
all our food, we left feeling all was well 
with the  world again.
On-campus resident. Yes, I am among 
the strange group of students here at 
MSU who have actually tried to call it 
home.
We have to live on cafeteria food to 
survive, battle the forces of Residence 
Life and can often be found dressed as 
zombies in the  quad during 4 a.m. fire 
drills. O ur dorms look like jails, and 
occasionally a prisoner or two can be seen 
bellowingfrom their cell. W hile dorm life 
can be crazy, I have learned to endure and 
find pleasures in the details o f life here.
1 live on the tenth floor of Bohn Hall and 
honestly love my dorm room for only one 
reason. It faces Valley Road, and I have the
most intense view of the New York City 
skyline. ™ During the day, the sun reflects 
off of thc'Fwi n ’ I owers and creates streams 
of light in every direction. It looks just like 
a postcard. At night my view is full of 
millions of tiny, multi-colored lights lit up 
just for me. T h e  Empire State Building 
changes the colors of its lights every so 
often and I always like to know what color 
it is (tonight it is white). It is quite beauti­
ful. It’s like my own private window to the 
world. Whenever someone new comes to 
visit me, I make sure the curtains are shut 
tight, and then I dramatically open them. 
But opening the curtains really is dra­
matic, it takes your breath away.
My skyline is, as Steve put it, my own 
television network. I can watch all kinds of 
programs and never grow tired of it. I have 
the W eather channel. I can watch light­
ning storms battle and spark through the 
sky from the privacy of my own room over 
New York City. W hen there is a fog and 
my channel is full of static, it is like living 
in a cloud. And in the winter, my window 
also lets me watch snow blanket the entire 
view. It is quite amazing.
T h e  Nature channel shows me the 
leaves changing into shades of colored 
confetti, and in spring it is a field of green. 
I can watch the Astronomy channel and 
monitor the phases of the moon and the 
stars. I can watch the Technology channel 
and plot the flight patterns of New ark 
airport. There is even cable. It’s not quite  
the Playboy channel bu t it certainly sets 
the mood for a romantic evening.
I have seen some pretty strange things 
on my television as well. I have seen fires
rage across the landscape, and have seen 
rain help extinguish them . Once I was 
watching a storm while working on a 
paper all day and a huge rainbow ap­
peared. It ended right on the Meadow- 
lands Racetrack and I immediately saw it 
as a sign. I called my friends K.C. and 
Marc, who love the races, to let them in on 
my tip. It can be bizarre.
My skyline television helps me through 
some pretty  tough times. It gives me 
perspective and confidence. It shows me 
reassurance and faith. M y problems seem 
so small compared to the sun rising over 
one of the largest cities in the world. It can 
be a spiritual experience. I have come to 
many revelations staring out and watch­
ing my skyline. Even when I lose hope 
and want to turn off my set and close the 
curtains, the sun always finds a way to 
sneak in through the cracks. Outside my 
window' is life, all day & all nite, and I get 
great reception.
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L a u g h -O u t-L o u d  H ilarious
by John Springman
Mighty Aphrodite, Woody Allen's latest 
film, is a perfect reflection of its creator; 
awkward, neurotic, kind of creepy, but 
sometimes laugh-out-loud hilarious. Ifyou 
don't like the W oodm an,you’re dismissed 
for the rest of this review. If you do like 
him, you’ll enjoy this movie even though 
it's not on the Annie H all level.
I ,e t’s start with the real starof the movie, 
Mira Sorvino, the uninhibited hookcr/porn 
star who happens to be the m other of 
Woody’s adopted son. She enjoys trying 
out different professional names including 
I ,eslicJones(?), I ,inda Ash,and JudvCum , 
but the movie finally settles on calling her 
Linda. Linda blankly sprouts the most 
explicit, outrageous dialogue ever heard in 
a W oody m ov ie , b u t s h e ’s so 
unsclfconscious, it’s funny, not offensive. 
Sorvino is worthy of an Oscar nomination 
for Best Supporting Actress, but I have no 
idea which clip they might use to promote 
her performance. I won’t quote any of the 
dialogue here since it can’t play on the 
page the same way it does on the screen.
Woody is his usual neurotic self, this 
time going by the name of L enny Weinrib 
andpretendingto be asportswriter. Woody, 
or Lenny, is shown hanging around a gym, 
going to a G iant’s practice, and checking in
at a newspaper office, but the sports- 
writer role is relevant only in resolving a 
dilemma with Linda's pimp. Lenny is 
married to Amanda (H elen Bonham 
Carter) and at her 
in s is te n c e  th ey  
adopt a baby boy.
T h e  tim e fram e 
shifts forward from 
the adoption to four 
years later, when 
L e n n y  b eg in s  a 
search for the baby’s 
mother.
It’s impossible to 
watch any Woody 
Allen movie now 
without being con­
scious o f his per­
sonal life. Helena 
Bonham Carter is agood 35 years younger 
than Woody, and it’s creepy how the 
movie tries to show her becoming less 
attractive to him over the four-year span 
of the movie. Poor Lenny decides to find 
their child’s real mother mostly because 
the excitem ent has gone out of the mar­
riage, and he has an idealized version of 
how wonderful the mystery woman must 
be. When Lenny finds her, he’s shocked 
by her lifestyle, but intrigued enough to
try and rescue her.
Director Allen uses a Greek chorus as 
a narrative device to warn Lenny about 
his behavior and it gets some laughs. It’s 
an awkward conceit 
that d idn’t work for me, 
but it provides a few 
funny lines and in ­
sights. T he  strangest 
thing about W oody/ 
I ,cnnv is that he seems 
to be aware of his own 
neurotic, controlling 
behavior, but contin­
ues with it anyway. 
Then again, this has 
been the theme of his 
last 47 movies. In this 
film, h e ’s particularly 
dysfunctional in com­
ing to the hooker’s rescue, even setting 
her up on a blind date, without ever let- 
tingher know that lie’s adopted hcrchild.
T he story never docs come together; 
Lenny’s relationship with Linda really 
can't go anywhere, so at best, this is the 
story of a brief, intriguing relationship 
between two opposites. However, any 
movie that makes me laugh out loud as 
often i\s Mighty Aphrodite, is well worth the 
price of admission. Mighty Aphrodite’. B+.
Question 
of the Week:
Can you 
name the 
squirrel on
The M agic
G arden?
I ts  impossible to 
watch any Woody 
Allen m ovie now  
w ithout being con­
scious o f his per­
sonal life.
Fun To Be Had Around
And About Campus...
Thursday, November 9
Studio Theatre Series Pre­
sents
Jane M artin’s Talking 
With...
November 7-11 at 8pm 
Call 201-655-5112
Friday, November 10
Comedy:
Jon Stewart at Carolines 
11626 Broadway & 49 St. 
NYC 212-757-4100
Tuesday, November 14
Poetry Tuesdays! 
at Maxwell’s 
Featuring: Chris Miguel 
1039 W ashington St. 
Hoboken
Wednesday, November 15
Lisa Loeb at Irving Plaza 
17 Irving Place a t 15 St. 
NYC 212-777-6800
Sunday, November 12
V ic to r ia ’s B irthday- 
P resen ts  are Welcome!
Gray Matter a Poetic Junc­
tion
12 Miles West Theatre 
Company
488 Bloomfield Ave. 
M ontclair 201-731-6565
Confused, clueless, need more information? 
Contact Victoria or Erin at x5I69.
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dco before l»ifi Imsincss moved in. Cantor 
appears with a dirt-smudged face and a 
southern accent. Rclatingcomcdic anec­
dotes from the old days of rodeo when 
T its  Tillson was riding in the circuit, 
Canter convinced me that the rodeo was 
much better o ff before before Pepsi 
bought it out.
In struts April March, baton twirlcr 
extraordinaire. Portrayed by Jennifer 
Jenkins, “April” relates the beauty of ba­
ton twirling. She says that it is like “throw - 
ingyourselfup to God." Jenkins interacts 
with the front row of the audience, allow­
ing a member to hold her beloved baton. 
Jenkins is particularly outstanding while 
revcalingCharlenc’sstrugglingdeathwith 
leukemia. 'Pears streamed down her face 
with such ease and conviction.
T he second half of Talking With... is 
started off by Julianne Blake’s character 
“Lila.” “Lila” seems lonely and de­
pressed. I ler only love is her love for her 
lamps, that she explains, give her warmth, 
energy, and strength. Each lam p,she says 
has its own personality—one is her son, 
her husband, etc. Her cynical sister 
Amelia, we learn thinks she “is mad as a 
march hare.” Blake’s performance is sub- 
dued  and som ber, much like black- 
dressed “Lila.”
“Caro,” characterized by Nicole Rose 
Cristina, is a southern snake charmer. 
With a live snake as her prop, Gristina is 
natural and comfortable with her reptilian 
com panion. “Caro” persuades that 
“snakes won’t bite if you have the spirit,” 
but later concedes that she has been bit­
ten seven times. She declares that “you 
can fool a person, but you can’t fool a 
snake."
Tara M cQuaid shines as pregnant 
“Marti.” Com plete with tears, sweat, 
grunts,and La Maze-style brcathingtech- 
niques, McQuaid re-enacts labor right 
before our eyes! Awaiting the birth of
\> 0o k j¡0T  a  sp& ieeü o f
\ í t c Í 0 T Í € i  l o s & s  ?
their deformed child she refers to as “the 
dragon,” “M arti” bitches about the in­
competence o f her doctor and the ab­
sence her husband “Wally,” who may be 
enjoying h im self at Baskin Robbins 
throughout her labor. After 23 hours of 
labor, “Marti” does not seem like some­
body you want to mess with!
Senile “Anna Mac,” dramatized by 
Kimberly Wasserman, is a M cDonald’s 
groupie! Wasserman looks terrific as an 
old woman, down to the thick, nude- 
colored knee socks, but the monologue 
wanders a bit, and is difficult to follow. I 
assume the monologue is supposed to 
sound like a senile old woman’s senseless 
rambling, which it does, but as an audi­
ence member, I found it confusing and 
couldn’t really follow her story'.
Bringing the show to a close is Melissa 
Froio’s depiction of “Alain,” a middle- 
aged woman who had found a new life. 
After 15 years o f wedded bliss, her hus­
band walked out on her, setting  off the
spark for her to do some soul searching. 
Her new identity came to her when 
“Alain” was slashed in the face by a m u­
sician that she wouldn’t have sex with. 
W hen society began to really look at her 
for the first tim e after the slashing, she 
began to see the beauty in her scar. She 
decided to start wearing her life upon her 
skin, tattooing herself from head to toe. 
F'roio is fabulous, using a sexy walk and a 
scathingattitude to hammer hercharacter 
home.
Talking With... is fresh and astonishing. 
Each performance is memorable and 
meaningful in its own way, giving insight 
to many feminist issues without being 
“preachy.”
I urge everyone, male and female, to 
see this because it will open your eyes, 
and it will m ake you laugh!
Ta/kingWith... will beshowingNovcm - 
ber 7 through the 11. For more informa­
tion contact the StudioT heatrc box office 
at 201-655-5112.
Read Campue Life... 
Again!
—
Page - 7
i
attention
is... ■ ■ ■
's the most fun you 
have with your dotties on!
T H E
I G0 RD0
S h o w
I: -M • complimentary refreshments
Transportation is Huailable for Groups of 20 or more!
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FATSO FOGARTY’S 
582 Ridge Rd. N. Arlington 
(201) 991-9885
Every Tuesday is DRAFT NIGHT 
25 cent DRAFTS TIL 11 PM 
50 cent DRAFTS TIL 12 MID.
Every Wednesday Night is the ORIGINAL COLLEGE NIGHT!!!
$1 BOTTLES TIL 11 PM
Thursdays $4.00 Pitchers ALL NIGHT!!
Fridays & Saturdays PARTY ALL NIGHT & DANCE to all the
CLASSIC MUSIC.
Lots of GIVEAWAYS and DRINK SPECIALS
Look for our THEME PARTIES on Saturday Nov. 18th- MEXICAN
FIESTA PARTY
I $2.00 off at the door with this coupon!!! J
\ Good any Friday or Saturday Night. I
l______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ l
“Tate Omega l^uc.
To concerned persons,
The sisters of Lambda Tau Omega 
Sorority, Inc. are aware of how a serious 
disease such as AIDS, affects us both socially 
and/or personally. For this reason we are 
planning events for World AIDS Day on 
Wednesday, November 29th, to 
commemorate the lives that have been 
touched by AIDS.
We are putting together a pamphlet in 
memory of those touched by AIDS. We 
would appreciate any submissions such as 
poems, prayers, songs or dedications to loved 
ones that have been affected by AIDS. There 
is no fee for the dedications. All submissions 
must be in the Lambda Tau Omega mailbox, 
in the SGA office by November 1 5th.
Sincerely,
Lambda Tau Omega Sorority, Inc.
T h e Q u ilt.
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MAIN EDITORIAL
THE PRICE O F PEACE
“There is nothing else we can do, as comrades, as friends, but to continue along a 
great road paved by a great leader.”
These words from Acting Prime Minister of Israel Shimon Peres seem to be the 
only positive words which could be said in a week which was marked by tragedy 
and confusion. The assassination of Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin caused 
people to realize the hostility which continues, despite the gains achieved in the 
peace which has been pursued by the people of Israel and Palestine.
The price of peace has always been high, but the circumstances surrounding 
Rabin’s death seem to make the cost seem even more exacting. Shortly after speak­
ing at a pro-peace rally, Rabin was gunned down by Yigal Amir, a fellow Israeli. The 
assassin believed in the principle of a sacrosanct Greater Israel which could never be 
traded for peace.
T he assassination provoked worldwide outcry, followed by almost universal lam­
entation. King Hussein of Jordan, President Clinton, and Hosni Mubarak of Egypt 
joined together to speak at a memorial service. Mubarak, who lost his friend and 
former president, Anwar Sadat to an Arab fanatic, called Rabin a “fallen hero for 
peace.”
As the world mourned Rabin, it was disheartening to see MSU conspicuously lax 
in paying respect to this fallen hero. Despite the fact that the Governor’s office 
issued orders to lower flags on Monday, MSU did not comply until Wednesday. 
When questioned, an administration spokesperson stated that the flags have been at 
half mast since Tiesday. But independant observers report that the flags were 
flying high until late Wednesday morning.
This is an issue of respect for a fallen hero and his noble cause. It is also one of 
consistency of words and actions on the part of university administration, 'lb  not 
follow the instructions is one failure, but to deny that failure despite the evidence is 
unacceptable.
r
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Montdarion Mailbag
Alonso’s philosophy lacks facts and substance
In last w eek’s Montclar'ion, 
Nelson Alonso yet again birthed 
a philosophy that lacked the nec­
essary com ponent of fact. De­
spite this tendency o f his, he 
feels free to point out the errors 
in other’s judgem ent. T h is  act is 
inevitably necessary to defend 
his own view, due to its lack of 
substance.
One example of his blatant 
disregard of fact is that “ Homo­
sexuality shows every evidence 
of being learned behavior that by 
its very nature threatens the fam­
ily unit.” T h e  research of sci­
ence seems tocontradict Alonso’s 
viewpoint. Biology and genetics 
have found that homosexuality 
is determ ined by one’s genetic 
make-up. Psychology has re­
moved from its tenets the anti­
quated notion that the homo­
sexual is a victim of a mental 
disorder. It fully accepts one’s
sexual orientation as a healthy 
com ponentof the natural growth 
process.
If we rule out, based on scien­
tific fact, that homosexuality is 
m erely an attitude and not as 
concrete an orientation as he t­
erosexuality, Alonso’s opinion 
begins to reek of prejudice. If he 
were to espouse the ludicrous 
concept that African-Americans 
were less intelligent than other 
races due to genetic make-up, 
we would all be blatantly aware 
that his words were merely racist 
rhetoric. I Iowever, due to all of 
our inherent discomfort towards 
m atters of sexuality, it is easier 
for him to spew out his words of 
ignorance and fear without our 
awareness of what they are. He 
seductively incorporates the im­
age of drunk driving, espousing 
the thought that homosexuals are 
akin to those that not only drink
but also drive. If we view this 
statement in the light of scien­
tific fact, we can plainly see that 
these words are the words of ev­
ery bigot before him. T h e  gay 
man or woman who is in love 
with another of the same sex 
harms no one. T he only injury 
incurred is to these people who 
are not allowed to love in peace. 
Gays and lesbians do not “by 
(their) very nature threaten the 
family unit,” as Alonso w'ishes us 
to think. T h e  family unit is 
threatened by every ignorant 
parent who throws his or her gay 
son out of the house because of 
his love of another man. 'f lic  
family of hum anity is threatened 
by every person who is unwilling 
to love one another uncond ition- 
ally. Our hum anity is threatened 
every time we act out of fear, 
slapping our brothers and sisters 
with our own insecurities.
A  “first-hand” critique of Greek life allows 
for an accurate criticism  of pledging system
I would like to respond to that this statem ent is always ac- This is just a potential sittt- 
the letter that the sisters of curate. At the formal rush, a lot of ation based on my observa- 
Tri-Sigma subm itted to the em phasis was placed on which dons of the formal rush o f the 
M ontdarion M ailbag of No- organization was the choice o f four national sororities. T h e  
vem ber 2, 1995. I ’m very the “rushee.” In retrospect, I local sororities may provide a 
pleased that Tri-Sigma took feel that this gives the rushee a very different experience, 
the tim e to explain their point false sense of control. Before a To put it simply, I d o n ’t 
of view, because I’m  sure that rushee can choose a sorority, the think that an an individual in a 
Victoria Caldes is not the only sorority must first invite her back sorority and an individual who 
individualonthiscam pusw ho to the party on the fourth night o f is not in a sorority will ever 
is “baffled” by the concept of formal rush. If a rushee wanted truly be able to totally under- 
pledging. I don’t know-from to be in one sorority, but only got stand the o ther’s pointofview. 
what experience Victoria was invited to someone else’s party, W emuscagreetodisagrcc,and 
writing, but I decided that be- then  it is really the sorority’s just respect the fact that each 
fore I criticized something, I ch o ic e  which one she m ay of us has different opinions, 
should have “first-hand knowl- pledge, not her own. Even if a T o  someone in a sorority, the 
edge” o f what it is all about. rushee is invited to pledge the weeks of potential embarrass-
I w en tto  the first two infor- sorority of her choice, she does ment during pledging m ight 
mation nights of formal rush, not necessarily go into the situa- seem insignificant because she 
and I asked a lot o f questions, tion prepared for what may hap- knows that she has attained 
There I learned som e of the pen. Every sister of every soror- the love and acceptance o f her 
things that Tri-Sigma men- ity at the formal rush was cm - sisters for the rest of her life- 
tioned in their letter, such as phatic that there was no hazing, time, while an individual w ho 
“No one signs a contract, and hence no embarrassment. If an isn’t in a sorority may feel that 
everyone can drop whenever individual pledged and expert- if these girls were planning to 
they w ant.” However, I feel enced  em barrassm ent, it was be true sisters, then they would 
inclined to dispute the state- hardly through her own choice, treat their pledges like family 
ment, “ I f  they experience any T h e  individual chose a sorority from the start, 
embarrassment, it is through which told her thut there would Irene Greca 
their own choice.” Id o n ’tthink be no embarrassment. English Major
“There is no sin except stupidity."
- Oscar Wilde
Alonso would like to have us 
make a distinction betw een the 
sin and the sinner. T h is  is a 
noble concept. However, lie 
weaves it in such a m anner so 
that its intention is perverted. If 
we were to take his analogy to its 
fullest, we should not hate the 
person because he or she is I Iis- 
panic, rather, we should hate the 
state o f being I Iispanic. I sec no 
difference between hating ho­
mosexuality and hating the color 
of one’s skin. It only seem s that 
the old demon has taken a new 
target.
One of Alonso’s closing state­
ments brings h is /m ^ im  to light, 
lie  w rites, “If T orquem ada, 
Hitler, and others w ere truly 
C hristians, they w ould have 
brought people to Jesus Christ 
instead of the grave.” In other 
words, if Hitler were truly a Chris­
tian, he would not have brutally
slaughtered millions of Jewish 
m en and women, bu t rather lie 
would have converted  them. 
T h is  view invalidates the reli­
gion o f the Jewand consequently 
the person. This ideology states 
that the Jews don’t deserve to 
die - they deserve to be stripped 
of beliefs and converted toChris- 
tianity. Alonso fails to see people 
as just that: people. What is of 
utm ost importance is not who 
we arc, but what we believe. If 
we believe the way Alonso does, 
he validates himself. T o  have 
difference in the world is an af­
front to the validity o f his world 
view. T his possibility seems too 
dem anding for Alonso to face. 
Jesus was most concerned with 
hour we treat each other, not who 
we believe in.
G reg Geiger
Religion and Anthropology 
major
Both symbols and  self m ust be 
treated w ith respect and honor
T h e  word of man is powerful. 
But the word of God is omnipo­
tent. Man is born unstable, un­
sure of truth, blind o f righteous­
ness and blind of ignorance. The 
ways o f life can be imposed upon 
him, branding him, locking him 
in a prison of backwards ideolo­
gies and ill-fated philosophies. 
The ways of life can be edu­
cated, self-taught, self-paddled, 
releasing him on a path void of 
intolerance but endow ed with 
meaning.
He who is imposed can choose 
to rebel against shades of hierar­
chy and letters of meaningless 
terms. T h e  chain of ignorance 
can be unlocked, broken, intro­
duced to oblivion. But first, man 
must understand his strengths, 
his weaknesses, his own way of 
life. H e must not worship his 
temple of secret greetings and
cloaked rituals. But instead, he 
m ust pride him self on the ac- 
eomplishmcntsofcreating bonds 
of trust, faith, brotherhood. Let 
him  not forget that this forging of 
unity is not hostility nor is it 
conceit.
M an must not intoxicate him­
self, his body, his attire with sym­
bols in order to gain respect or 
confidence. He m ust treat these 
symbols as adornm ent of inner 
respect and of inner confidence.
H e must also know  that these 
adornm ents are not idols to be 
worshipped. T hey  should not be 
sacrificed to. T hey  are ornaments 
o f pride, notethnocentrism. Man 
is not a god to say his word is 
greater than another, or that his 
color is greater than another... or 
that his letters are greater than 
any other.
B.G. Garcia, English major
Rave reviews for Rubino
I’m writing in response to 
M ichael Rubino’s article “Re­
flections of a baseball fan on 
the politically incorrect World 
Series” from the O ctober 26, 
1995Montdarion. I totallyagree 
with this article. Protesters 
seem  to pick on anything they 
can get their hands on. These
protesters are not realizing that 
these “Indian” namesaresym- 
b o liz in g  b rav e ry  and 
courage,which every  player 
s trives  for. T h e s e  people 
should  just stick to hunger 
world peace and leave baseball 
alone.
Robert De Falco
Psychology major
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Inconsistency of 
M SU Greek 
ethics questioned
Last week, the sisters of Sigma 
Sigma Sigma wrote a letter because 
they  were offended by an article writ­
ten by VictoriaCaldes. Thearticlew as 
a personal view but at the same tim e it 
touched upon many similar concepts 
that non-Greeks have about sororities 
and fraternities.
First of all, I would like to thank this 
sorority for m aking usaware of some of 
the  m isconceptions that we (non- 
Greeks) have about Greeks. I was glad 
to see that Tri-Sigma did not appreci­
ate the fact of bcingclustcred together 
as “all sororities and fraternities.” I 
now think that they are a strong orga­
nization that has some standards and a 
good reputation. I was also happy to 
sec that they were willing to further 
explain any questionable behavior re­
garding Greek life. As they said, only 
Greeks can understand Greek doing.
I believe that they  are a very much 
unique group that works together for a 
purpose.
Now I want to take advantage of 
the invitation they made to ask Greeks 
anything we do not understand about 
them.
T he  response to Caldes’ article was 
well justified because they felt both­
ered by it since it seemed to be an 
incorrect and wrong perception of 
G reek life. I was wondering if the 
m em bers of Tri-S igm a and o ther 
G reek organizations read T K E ’s let­
ter in response to a request for an 
apology. They labeled people as “cry­
ing sheltered individuals,” and said 
they had nothing to apologize for - 
despite the fact that they called their 
rush flyer “profane.” 1 find it hard to 
believe that this would not offend 
members of the Greek community at 
MSU. This hardly seems to be a good 
reflection on M S ll’s Greek system. I 
want to know how the m em bers of 
Tri-Sigma feel about what T K E ’s ac­
tions say about Greeks. More impor­
tantly, I want to know what you, the 
Greekcom m unity, plan todo about it.
Name withheld
%!! alga»
: “When angry,
: count four;
: when very 
: angry, swear.”
: -Mark TWain
• lip*
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Fem inistprotests Paternoster
T h e  article by Joseph Paternoster in 
the October 26, 1995 issue of the Mont- 
clarion titled “Republicans support the 
real feminist ideology for American 
women today” is a perfect example of 
negative perceptions entrenched in the 
media toward feminists. The Merriam 
W ebster Dictionary definition of femi­
nism is “the theory of political, economic, 
and social equality of the sexes.” T here­
fore, 1 am proud to be a feminist.
Paternoster cites that only 16% of 
college women are willing to accept the 
feminist label. This is the direct result of 
a successful campaign by male controlled 
media to distort the connotation of femi­
nist. Paternoster continues the feminist 
bashing tradition.
I agree with Paternoster that “women 
are not dumb.” As a woman I look at the 
current budget proposal in the Republi­
can congress and ask myself “Who ben­
efits and who gets hurt?” According to 
the W all Street Journal, (Oct. 26, 1995) 
“T h e  budgetcutbacksdisproportionately 
have fallen on the working poor, welfare 
mothers and children.” Rather than cut-
ting corporate welfare, Republicans 
choose cuts that affect the citizens in our 
country that need the most help. Educa­
tion is the key to the continued success of 
our country. Yet less money is budgeted 
for education programs, ranging from 
Head Start to College Loans. T he pro­
posed budget is the standard fare: the rich 
get richer and the struggling work harder 
for less.
In order to court the religious right 
vote, Republicans have adopted platforms 
which promote controllinga woman’s free­
dom of reproductive choice. Individual 
women have the right to make individual 
choices about their ability to reproduce. 
Government has the responsibility to 
ensure that women continue to have re­
productive freedom. T he Republicans 
and conservatives would like to control 
this right by imposing their view of moral­
ity on all women.
Paternoster states, “W omen, in the 
conservative view, are the pillars of soci­
ety. T hey  bear and raise children, and for 
this reason deserve to be placed on a 
pedestal.” I refuse to be placed on a
pedestal. I am not an object to be placed 
anywhere. If  two people, a man and a 
woman, make a child, why are not the 
same two people being equally respon­
sible for raising that child?
If Paternoster’s views are a true repre­
sentation o f Republican and conservative 
thought, then I believe their party will 
never “secure the women’svote.” Women 
have fought too longand hard to be “placed 
on a pedestal,” be “the pillars of society,” 
and “the backbone of the nation.” Women 
are equal m em bers of society. Women are 
not objects. T hey also do not have an 
exclusive responsibility to provide a sup­
port system for our country.
This article was a rem inder for me that 
the Republican party does not support 
women as equal m em bers of society. Sev­
enty-five years ago women fought for and 
won the right to vote. I, for one, will honor 
myself and all women by continuing to 
choose candidates thatsupport equal rights 
for all m em bers of our country. And yes, I 
proudly state, I am a feminist.
Barbara Nicol
Accounting major
JSU responds to Rabin assassinationSGA provides 
strike update
As the AFT and CWA continue to 
negotiate their contracts, the SGA Exter­
nal Affairs committee wants to inform the 
student body where everything stands. 
Rumors have been circulated of a strike 
deadline beingset and students not gradu­
ating on time. T h e  truth is that a strike 
deadline has not been set yet. All you see 
around campus is informational picket­
ing.
Negotiations at this moment are slow. 
Every time the Union meets with the 
state’s chief negotiator in Trenton, the 
External Affairs Com m ittee will know 
the results and will be able to inform 
concerned students.
Right now, if one factors in a 3.9 per­
cent inflation increase, the offer that is 
being presented to the Union would have 
a 0 percent pay increase in the four year 
contract. This offer, however, is consis­
tent with two labor unions each contain­
ing MSU non-faculty employees. T he 
primary concern, however, is the health 
benefits issue. With the average age of 
MSU faculty between 48-52 years old, 
any change in health benefits would 
greatly affect them.
T h e  External Affairs Com m ittee in­
cludes VictorCirilo, Director, committee 
ch a irm an  Jason H. G erb , T om  
Wischmann, John Brost, Sara L ib ia , and 
Vitaly Satanovsky. We will continue to 
investigate this m atter and, more impor­
tantly, continue toserve the student body 
of MSU.
SGA External Affairs Committee
T h e  Jewish Student Union strongly 
condemns the assassination of Israel’s 
Prime Minister, Yitzhak Rabin. Over 
history, many of the great peace makers 
have died in cold blood. Leaders like 
Martin Luther King Jr. and Abraham 
Lincoln shared the dream of peace and 
gave their lives for that dream; Rabin 
will be another man on the list. On the 
occasion of a peace rally, celebrating a 
promise of a better world, a safer world, 
and most importantly, a peaceful world, 
he was murdered. Not every Jew nor 
every human agreed with what he said or 
did. In a democracy, he was the elected 
leader and earned the respect due to a 
nation’s leader from almost all of his 
constituents as well as leaders all around 
the world. His passing is a loss to us all.
He was a man who searched for peace, 
a warrior who finally realized that if 
nations m ust be at war, then let it not be 
fought with guns. It would be easily 
understood that almost every nation 
would like to establish peace. But, for 
negotiating a peace, he is no longer with 
us. T he JSU would like to wish that all 
those who do have a desire for peace do 
not give up the hope for a lasting peace. 
“You can kill a man, bring an end to his 
life, but you cannot kill an idea...” said 
Shimon Peres, the Acting Prime Minis­
ter. We have lost a leader who was ki lied 
for what he thought was right. At times, 
beingaleaderrequiresdoingthingsthat 
are not always popular, bu t what is right. 
In terms of peace, any thingelse is wrong.
T he Jewish Student Union Execu­
tive Board
Have your opinion read 
by over 10,000 people
Write to the
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Native American
by Joseph Paternoster
R ace and illegal drug 
penalties are unrelated
Crack and powdered cocaine are two different forms 
of the same drug that have very different impacts on 
society. As a result, there are different penalties for the 
distribution and possession of each drug. T h e  U.S. 
ScntencingCom m ission has recommended that, due to 
their recent findings, the prison term s for both drugs he 
made equal. However, a look at the  Commission’s report 
shows that the only thing that has changed about crack, 
the drug with harsher penalty, are the color of the users 
that are imprisoned.
U ndercurrent law, ittakes 100 times more powdered 
cocaine todravv the same mandatory minimum sentence 
that a person convicted of possessing five grams of crack 
is sentenced to. T h e  reasons given for the discrepancy 
are that crack is easier to sell, cheaper to buy, is a more 
powerful addicting agent, and results in more violence 
than powdered cocaine. Evidence of this can be seen in 
the I District of Colum bia where, before crack was widely 
used, homicides actually declined. However beginning in 
1986, when crack becam e more prevalent, the num berof 
homicides has steadily increased to an annual rate o f466 
-u p  from 148 in 1985.
I'hc Sentencing Commission report has not shown 
that crack has becom e less harmful or add ic ivc  to 
people. What it does show is the race of those convicted 
for possession or use of crack. Last year, 90% of those 
convicted for federal crack offenses were black. Al­
though half of crack users are w hite, the drug is often 
concentrated in “poor, urban, minority communities" as 
stated by the .V«r York Times. Upon seeing these 
statistics the liberal answer to the discrepancy w as t\ pi­
ca 1. “Our theory was a law, nom atter how well ¡mentioned 
it was, if its causing such discrepant (sic) results, that the 
law has to be changed and a new  method has to be 
installed,"stated Judge Richard P. Conaboy, the Sen­
tencing Commission’s chairman. W illiam Moffitt, a 
lawyerand treasurerofthe National Association ofCrimi- 
nal D efense Law yers, stated, after hearing the studies 
findings, “so the w ar on drugs is essentially being borne 
by the black comm unity.” I'he commission noted that 
they found no c\ idenee of bias accounting for the num­
bers, but made its recommendation based on the “per­
ception of unfairness.”
Last April, the commission voted four to three to 
equalize penalties by lowering the crack sentences to 
those of powdered cocaine. 'I'he three dissenters argued 
that the commission never overcame its original belief 
that crack causes more harm than powdered cocaine, 
and while the damage may not be one hundred times 
worse, the penalty should not be equalized. However, 
the commission’s recommendation was rejected by C on­
gress and will not become law.
T h e  liberals have again made a racial issue out of 
som ething that has nothing to do with skin color. 1'hcrc 
are different degrees of murder that one can be tried for. 
So, why shouldn’t there be different penalties for crack 
and cocaine - because of race? T h a t’s the liberal answer 
despite evidence which shows that crack is more danger­
ous. “' 1 he closer we get to crack dea lers on the street the 
more likely they are to have a past history of violence,” 
says l ,os Angeles D eputy District AttorncyCurtis I lazell, 
who heads the narcotics unit. The liberals choose to 
ignore this and other facts so that they can blame racism, 
which there is no evidence of, instead ofdealingwith the 
reality of the situation. They arc more concerned with 
the “perceptions” people have than putting law break­
ers in jail.
Would the liberals like to sec quotas in jails as well? 
Should every law be changed just because a majority of 
those caught are of a certain race? Certainly not.
I he answer is twofold. First, throw out statistics that 
are based on race. Sentencing law s arc not based on the 
color of people’s skin, so why should racial statistics 
matter: just use the numbers that show how many 
Americans arc sentenced for a crime. 1 f percentages are 
shown by race, someone can always claim that the laws 
arc discriminatory - this w ay, no one can. Second, raise 
the penalty for powdered cocaine use to that of crack. 
T h a t’s the first step  to becoming a truly color-blind 
society, getting rid of numbers that are based on race. 
T h e  law should be simple: use crack and go to jail for a 
long time - regardless of skin color.
O n th e  lighter side ol. Ross Perot
College at 
Thirty-som ething
by Angela Daidone
Finding offense 
with the offended
I love baseball. 1 alwaysdid and I probably always 
will. It has never occurred to me, however, that the 
names o f the teams could bring about such contro­
versy. T h is year’s W orld Series brought together the 
Braves and the Indians and a host o f articles and 
commentaries discussing the incorrectness of it all.
I f  the  team names are so offensive, maybe we 
should refer to them  by number: T eam  1 vs. T eam  
2, and soon. I don’t th ink  it would get too confusing 
with twenty-eight team s and a one-hundred sixty 
two gam e schedule, excluding the post-season.
W hat exactly is wrong with “Braves” anyhow? 1 
grew up believing that a brave was a warrior, some­
one to emulate. G ee, how offensive.
I am a Cincinnati R eds fan. I propose that all the 
teams change their names to match crayon colors. 
T he Boston Blue-Greens, the Los Angeles Laven­
ders, the Texas Teals. Instead o f box-scores with 
numbers, the little squares can be color-coordinated 
to m atch the team.
1 find a lot of the advocate groups of the political 
incorrectness of America to be the most offensive. 
By no means do I condone racial slurs, sexist remarks, 
and the like. These expressions are just plain nasty 
and have no place in society except maybe in a sewer 
somewhere. (Nooffense, sanitation w orkers.) But it 
has gotten  way out of hand. My daughter is four feet 
ten inches tall. Is she atmospherically challenged: 
VIy sister bleaches her hair blond. Arc the brunette 
watch groups ready to storm her door? I find it 
offensive that everything is so dam ned offensive.
I th ink these lobby groups arc missing the really 
big issues.
W hat’s offensive is being on a beach and having a 
gorgeous tanned, thonged young woman lie on a 
blanket next to your date. Maybe they should be 
forced to wear a signalling dev ice to let women like 
me know  when they’re approaching. But I think my 
date com es equipped with that, doesn ’t he?
O r how about the man that uses just a little too 
much cologne to cover up the fact that he ate at the 
all-you-can-eat scampi bar the night before? Should 
he be allowed to get in your car, or can w e legally have 
him removed and placed in a vat o f Massengill 
Vinegar and Water?
1 d o n ’t think we should have to tolerate line 
cutters at places like G reat Adventure or the movies. 
Forget about them being throw n out. That's no 
penalty. I say we should have them  spend a few 
hours with the guy with too much cologne.
1 w ant my kids to watch “Song o f the South." 
How else will I be able to justify the fact that I know 
all the words to Zip-A-Dee-Doo-I)ah? And so what 
if Bugs Bunny wears a dress and lipstick? Maybe 
Foghorn Leghorn would look a little silly, but not 
Bugs.
In a time when it is becoming acceptable to have 
nudity on television and obscene lyrics in our music, 
when anyone and everyone can say and do just about 
anything and everything without being challenged, 
it is disturbing to see that the em phasis is being 
placed on matters of lesserconsequcnccs. We should 
all lighten up and be a little less sensitive. I’d really 
like to say that we should stop behaving like chil­
dren, bu t I’m afraid I m ight offend m y kids.
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F rom the
Left
by l' rank b Irisch man III
A  tim e o f testing 
for the Israelis
'Hie assassination of Israeli prime minister Yitzhak 
Rabin has shocked the entire world. It is a unfortu­
nate sign of the times that terrorism and assassina­
tions have become almost routine. W hether it’s 
Japanese cultists gassing subways, Islamic funda­
mentalists bom bing the World T rade Center, an 
extremist bombing the federal building in Okla­
homa City, or the assassination of Rabin, those with 
absolute ideas and violent notions take it upon 
themselves to violently change history in service of 
a particular world view.
This act o f violence forced me to adm it that I was, 
at least, somewhat ignorant of foreign affairs, par­
ticularly the problems in the Middle East. Yes, 1 was 
required to take Comparative Politics and Interna­
tional Rclationsand tostudy foreign wars. However, 
itwasn’tunril Rabin’sdeath  that I really noticed that 
I hadn’t immersed m yself in other problems of the 
world.
For the most part, I have heard arguments from 
both sides o f the Israel versus Palestine debate. My 
views on the whole debate have been informed 
from a num ber of sources. Noam Chomsky, raised 
Jewish and trained as a linguist, has also been a fierce 
critic of U.S. and Com m unist policy. He has also 
written extensively on the Israeli-Palcstinian con­
flict. He believes it is wrong to idolize Israel when it 
has engaged in acts of terror and brutality equal to 
Palestine.
I have also read the beautiful, yet haunting, prose 
of F.Iie W iesel, who has written extensively in sup­
port of Israel. Although he does not idolize Israel, he 
secs a need for an independent Jewish state.
I have come to a simple conclusion: both Israel 
and Palestine have a right to exist. Israel has a right 
to exist, not because of a religious decree, but as a 
necessity. Jews have been unjustly persecuted for 
thousands o f years wherever they have gone; why 
should they not have their own state?
Palestinians also have a right to their own coun­
try, because they were there long before there was 
an Israel. However, the bloodshed persists. Reli­
gious hatred between Jews and Arabs continues.
T he one thing that irks me more than anything is 
the action and attitudes of the assassin, Y'igal Amir. 
If I could say one thing to him, it would be this. 
Within Israel, you will find thousands ofsurvivors of 
the Holocaust. People in Israel have had relatives 
who had died at Auschwitz and Dachau, which are 
the ultimate symbols of hatred. Amir has give in to 
that same kind of hate by murdering a man who 
wanted the killing o f Jews and Palestinians to end.
T o  Amir, the Palestinians are inhuman, inca­
pable of feeling. T hey are worthless, not worthy of 
any compassion or cooperation. T hese  were the 
same feelings that the Nazis had. Had Amir forgot­
ten this? W hen the cry “Never Again” was sounded, 
did Amir not think it applied to all?
The m urder of Rabin shows that no matter how 
right one thinks they are, or how good the cause, 
fanaticism and extremism for that cause can destroy 
instead of heal.
Top of the Food 
Chain b\ R af Ricci
This afternoon, retired General Colin Powell an­
nounced his intention not to run for president, and all 
other potential candidates breathed a collective sigh of 
relief. T heir worst nightmare would not come true: that 
someone from outside the party structure could come 
into the race late and crush all of their hopes. Chalk it up 
as another victory for the forces of politics as usual.
D on’t listen to what they tell you: that Powell was just 
a token thrown to Black America to satisfy W hite guilt. 
Don’t listen to the radio talk show hosts who say he was 
too liberal to gain the Republican nomination. D on’t 
listen to Democrats who say he couldn’t have beaten 
Clinton. Powell was a dream candidate for either party, 
but the party leaderships couldn't see beyond their 
single issue, special interest minority factions.
T he  Republicans think he is too moderate. He 
believes in forms of affirmative action, and thinks that 
welfare programs and social spending are needed, espe­
cially in areas like the one where he grew up. He likes 
most of the New Deal legislation, which is now anath­
ema to any self-respecting Republican. The most egre­
gious of his sins may be that he does not believe govern­
ment has the right to keep a woman from terminating a 
pregnancy. This offense leads the Religious Right to 
pronounce him unfit for the party.
T he  Democrats dislike Powell because he is seen as 
a traitor. He is Black, therefore, he should be a Demo­
crat. I Ie thinks that government should try to keep  a safe 
distance from the market to keep our businesses com­
petitive both at home and abroad, much to the chagrin of 
environmentalists and labor leaders. He rose to promi-
Rubino
by. Michael Rubino
T he referendum in Quebec has shown the essential­
ity that America possess a common language. House 
Republicans Peter Kingand Toby Roth have sponsored 
bills that would make English our official language. 
Under its passage, all federal funding of bilingual educa­
tion programs would be ended. In addition, it would 
require public documents and all government business 
to be transacted in English.
T he  typical French speaker from Quebec looks and 
acts quite similarly to Quebec’s English speakers. Nev­
ertheless, language has severely divided our good neigh­
bors to the north. Considering there are so many linguis­
tic differences in America, what might official bilingual­
ism do to us? Linguistic division would likely lead to 
other divisions.
Why is this language act necessary? English has been 
the glue that has bonded different segments of our 
nation together. Instances where that bond is being 
broken are increasingly prevalent. T he federal govern­
ment now spends more than $300 million on bilingual 
education programs. T he  major problem with bilingual 
education is not that students are taught to speak second 
languages, but that a host of different languages are used 
to teach students their basic education. All parents know 
that in order for theirchildren tosucceed, they m ust learn 
to read, write, and speak English. If students are not 
being taught in English, how can they possibly learn 
English?
Currently we have before us bilingual voting ballots. 
In California, there are voting ballots in 25-30 different 
languages. There are bilingual tax returns and bilingual 
citizenship ceremonies. How could a person become an 
American citizen and not even have to speak English? 
Out in the southwestern states, some politicians have 
actually been sworn into office by taking their oaths in
P ow ell’s decision  
is everyone’s loss
nencein a White power structure based on his ability and 
hard work. I Ic worked closely and well with two Repub­
lican administrations. He is clearly on the Dem ocrats’ 
enem ies list.
W hat both these parties missed is that his beliefs are 
amazingly close to those of actual Americans. H e has vet 
to be corrupted by the influence of campaign money, 
and the opinions and policies bought with it. Most 
people will tell the truth about their views if there are no 
friends or money to be won or lost, and Powell doesn’t 
seem  to be an exception.
Fhe Republicans lost Powell because they couldn't 
stop listening to their single issue zealots. I’he Christian 
Coalition wouldn’t back Powell because of his views on 
abortion. The Republican leadership, fearing the flight 
of a large voting block, discouraged him, and in the 
process, probably lost the m oderate wing of the  party to 
Clinton. They also lost the more moderate Democrats, 
those same people that delivered a landslide election to 
Reagan in ‘84.
T h e  candidate who captures the center is the candi­
date who wins. In ‘92, Perot took away Bush’s moderate 
support, but was unable to capture Clinton’s. If he had, 
we would be facing a different government today.
Apparently, nobody seems to be able to recognize 
that. T he  last tim e a general came back from a victorious 
campaign and ran for office, he stayed for two terms. 
With Powell as a candidate, the Republicans would have 
been able to hold onto the W hite I louse for anothereight 
years. If only they had been able to keep its far right in 
check.
Québec vote has dire 
implications for US
Spanish!
T h e  politically correct left wing continues to thwart 
common sense, such as this legislation, with intimidating 
and ridiculous rhetoric. Representative King gave the 
example of a Congressman from Chicago who sent 
mailings into his district that said if any Hispanic were 
injured in an accident, the doctor would be jailed if he or 
she tried to speak to the patient in Spanish. T h is  is just 
one example o f purely hysterical demagoguery and 
nonsense. T his bill in no way prevents persons from 
teaching or speaking their m other tongue in their per­
sonal affairs.
Why do we continually hear stories of parents, grand­
parents, and great-grandparents who emigrated to the 
U.S. from their native countries and learned to speak 
English? Because it’s common sense and it works. 
People who don ’t speak English are at a disadvantage, 
which then puts our nation at a disadvantage. Thomas 
Jefferson spoke of the importance of American immi­
grants getting an education and learning English. This 
common sense is prevailing. Hispanic parents in New 
York City are now suing to dem and their children be 
taught in English.
With bilingual education, we are moving away from 
the concept of the American m elting pot w here immi­
grants kept their native cultures, traditions, and reli­
gions, but were bonded together by a common language. 
Speaker Gingrich is correct to point out the lessons we 
can learn from the deep-rooted division in Canada, a 
nation founded on a bilingual contract.
Leftists continually have tried to tag this type of 
legislation as an anti-immigrant, racist, or e thn ic  issue. 
But it’s the immigrants, races, and ethnicities in America 
who do not speak English that are effectually hurt the 
most. In turn, this hurts all o f us.
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Stretford Mongrel
I n . Matthew ComwHx
The roots and 
return of Ska
Last week whilst scribbling my piece on Mayor 
Giuliani, 1 was distracted by an article in the Village 
Voice about the resurgence of Ska music. This led me 
to tentatively title my item “A message to you Rudi,” 
an obscure reference to a Ska song by a band called 
T h e  Specials - too obscure for my editor to use!
T h e  point aside of this is, why Ska, why now and 
why America? 1 thought about the popularity o f Ska 
m usic in Britain in the late Seventies and the early 
Eighties and the political, social, and economic situa­
tions that existed then. It may he of some interest.
In 1979 Britain had just elected Margaret Thatcher, 
reflecting a conservative swing in opinion. She intro­
duced aseriesofswingeingcuts in governm entspend­
ing ostensively to cu t the budget deficit. Funding for 
local government was cut, funding for the National 
I Icalth Service was cut, indirect taxation was hugely 
increased, and tax rates for the very wealthy p lum ­
m eted. TINA politics ensued - 7herc /sAfoAlterna- 
tive. I hope some of this sounds familiar.
T h ese  and o ther policies led to a high level of 
unemployment, useful forcontrollingwagesand “ the 
enem y within” - trade unions. T h e y  also exacerbated 
divisions in society between the haves and the have- 
nots, blacks and whites, and Northerners and S outh­
erners. Resentm ent grew and social and industrial 
strife ensued. Riots occurred in cities like London, 
Liverpool, Bristol, and Manchester.
O ut of this austere, repressive, divided time sprang 
Ska. Jamaican immigrants had brought the seeds of 
the music with them  in the Fifties, and the conditions 
needed  for its flowering had now occurred.
T h e  Specials, T h e  Selector, Madness, T h e  Beat, 
and Bad Manners sprang forth onto the post-punk 
landscape and com bined the fun, lively, energetic 
dance beat of the music with powerful polemic lyrics 
to represent the attitudes of their audience. Racially 
m ixed Ska groups personified the efforts of organiza­
tions like Rock Against Racism to combat the deci­
sions apparent in society. It was acceptable to have a 
skinhead haircut and wear Doc M arten boots w ithout 
being a racist. T h e  mix of cultures was stirred into 
homogeneity by the  music.
O f course, as w ith any craze, it d idn ’t last long. Not 
able to adequately continue to express the resent­
m en t of the repressive Thatcher regime, we were 
subjected to the “feel good” music of Wham! and 
their likes. However, the music did politicize some 
and encourage them  to fight for that which they held 
dear. Maybe the same will happen in America, bu t 1 
doubt it.
“There is only one religion, 
though there are a hundred
versions o f  i t  ”
- (konge H tnum l Shaw
T he W right 
W ay b \ Eric J. Wright
Megan’s law protects 
molesters, not victims
Childhood is a precious and irreplaceable stage in a 
person’s life. A child is virtually a piece of clay that will 
be m o ld ed  and sh ap ed  by p a re n ts , fam ily  
members,friends, teachers, and countless others. W hat 
is tragic about childhood is that as it progresses inno­
cence is lost. Innocence is never recaptured, but rather 
replaced by the sometim es harsh and cold realities that 
we arc all forced to face as we mature. For some, those 
realities include molestation from adults they were taught 
to trust. Consequently, innocence is lost too soon and 
what is left are haunting memories and scars that last a 
lifetime.
In America, we have laws that protect the innocent. 
M egan’s Law was passed to do just that: protect.lt calls 
for the registration of all known adult and juvenile sex 
offenders. They are then classified by the courts accord­
ing to the potential threat they present to the comm u­
nity. In a recent article in the Star Ledger the Attorney 
General of New Jersey, Deborah T . Poritz, said the state 
treasury is going to finance the attorney fees of sex 
offenders with tax dollars so that they could fight given 
classifications. It has also been suggested that drug 
forfeiture funds could be used. Well, that sounds even 
better! L e t’s use drug money to help child molesters! 
Remember, this law was established to protect the
innocent.
I lore’s a better idea. Rather than use taxpayer dollars 
to help the convicted child molesters, le t’s give the 
money to the families of the victims so they  can pay the 
medical costs of all the therapy their children will need 
to receive. Maybe the state could use all of the drug 
forfeiture m oney to build more prisons or perhaps some 
electric chairs so we could rid our society of these 
monsters.
M egan’s Law was passed to protect our children, but 
in practice has done very little. Of the 2,970 known sex 
offenders, only 763 have been classified. O f the 357 
classified as high or m oderate risk, only 98 have been 
notified. T h e  appellate courts can be thanked for these 
poor results. Appeal after appeal continues to delay 
justice and in this case, delays the classification process. 
Adding insult to injury, the state of New Jersey is trying 
to find ways to give m oney to the “poor unfortunate” 
convicted child molesters who are unhappy with their 
classifications.
Megan’s law is designed to guard and protect our 
childrens’ innocence. W e owe it to our children to get 
better results. This disturbing revelation begs the ques­
tion: W ho is the state o f N ew  Jersey really trying to 
protect?
Montclarion Mailbag
The deadline for submissions is 
Monday at 3 p.m. All letters must 
be no longer than two pages,
name, major, 
; and social security
libel, and taste.
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\ Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson
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I Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson
It  snowed today!!!! YAYÜ Sled-tim e, here we com e!
K S i f l r ( h u m o u r  i n% K l i n g o n )
GEMINI WHO’S WHO
gBBÇ'.D DE
\ Xl\ ^  o h yojo T) 13
CULTURAL IDIOCY QUIZ ANSWERS
1. Sci Propri i Lonely Hearti Club Band
2. Hudson Hawii
3. I-a» Arnnn Hew
4. /»/uar
5. line«nt ihr Dio.I
6. litasen's Gatt
7. Can’t Stop tlx Musk
8. Rrvoiuimn
9. Ciro pano
10 1941
11 Portfire of the Vunmrj
12 Harlem Nights
IJ Tor*
14- Pirorri 
IS. Dune
ATTENTION ALL READERS:
T h is  is j u s t  a  n o t e  t o  sa y  t h a t  t h i s  w e e k ’s 
H u m o u r ™  s e c t i o n  is s h o r t e n e d  t h i s  w e e k
BECAUSE I FELT LIKE IT. YEAH. I CAN D O  WHAT­
EVER I W ANT TO , AND I T H O U G H T  TH A T I'D  
SHORTEN TH E  SECTION THIS WEEK. YEAH, AND
y o u  k n o w  w h a t ?? THERE'S NOTHING 
YOU CAN DO ABOUT IT!!! 
M i j a h a h h a h a h a h h a h a h a h h a h a ! P e i n d ! 
Too b a d ! Y o u  w a n t e d  t o  r e a d  s o m e  a r ­
t i c l e s ? O h w e l l . SUCKS TO BE YOU!!!! 
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH!
N t S H i L '  T H IS  S N P tP  
T O 6 1 H R  B U R N E D  
M Y  - T O A S T / . '
o
ICON AT T H IS . ' MY TOAST 
IS  C H A R R E D  TO A 
BLAC K C IN D E R  ' T CANT 
EAT T H IS ' IT S  RUINED.'
R V M E P .'.' ,______v_-'r~T
! SC  S T IC K  iM  A N O lU tR  Ì  1 P*FCt O f BREAD 
AMD W M C U  IT O ' «  
I l M l S  T IM E  /  i j jL w
ARE VO) SUGGESTING TUAT 
T H IS  APPLIANCE DlDHT 
AGGRAVATE. M L *iTH 
M ALICE a f o r e t h o u g h t  ? .'
“T ~
. A .
w r
<3gfe>
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson
NOBODY R E C O G N ISES M Y 
H IN T S  TO SHOTBER M E  
-  YllTH AFFECTION
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson
ATTER N I .  IAT CORRESPONDENCE M ia . 
BE. t u e  b a s k  r e s o u r c e  m a t e r ia l  
FOR HISTORIANS TO RECONSTRUCT NY 
U F E  MY WRITING N H L  P K N ID E  
COUNTLESS FASC INAI IN 6  IN S IW S  
TOR BIOGRAPHERS
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GEMINI 
WHO’S WHOI- EQtmKI EGZWU RP M I J
HEO p MrLJ RT CZXUSON
I-OlT RAV 1 NSK. >0J OE GZXV T IMRR P NS L J HCZ E
c AGV I OTWVDT HROP
NE l. RLK. M l A 1 EG T Rl_J E
CHc: ZOXWM l NEEJ ARS S
RPo I'MwEt M l L J 1 I M I UT G
EDK. R I G» GSHS ABEA
VXw I - ARGGS S E M RA J
T s o P J E P OHBOBOLJ MI
F i n d  ( h e  l i s t e d  - w o r d s  i n  t h e  d i a g r u m .  T h e y  r u n  i n  
a l l  d i r e c t i o n s - f o r w a r d ,  b a c k w a r d ,  u p ,  d o w n  a n d  
d i a g o n a l l y .
E3 . Shields 
Bod Hopo 
Borg
Cousteau
Gl. Bush 
Graf
J. Arnoss
«.JFK
M. Monroe 
Manilow
N. Sinatra 
Namath
Prince 
R. Burr 
Stravinsky
Hi I'm Crazy Crossword boy, now give me some candy!
ACROSS
1 Peter or Ivan
S Industrious 
insects
9 ”— a Parade"
14 Wnter Charles
18 Wostemmost 
Aleutian
19 Rachels 
sister
20 David ol 
'Separate 
Tables”
21 Original dune 
buggy?
22 Eddie Cantor 
tuna
25 Nitrous —
26 Starts a crop
27 Change tor 
the better, 
torahort
26 ■ -  M tor 
Murder”
30 “Well, I'll Del"
31 Gymnast 
Korbut
33 Morgan 
Fairchild 
senes
37 Mulligan —
40 Kreskin's 
letters
42 Billions of 
years
43 Actress 
Tierney
44 Tchaikovsky 
ballet
46 Jerkin and 
lumpsutt
46 Seal cover?
52 Carol openor 96 Pay hike?
53 Crossword- 100 Roseanne,
solving aid formerly
56 Use a daggor 102 Marx
58 Basketball Brothers
venue comody
59 Unyielding 104 Surrender
61 Armistice
63 Symbol ol 
quality
65 Energy 
source
68 Actress 
Lupino
69 High-end 
toys?
70 Runner 
Sebastian
71 Protected
74 Bobby Day hit
106 Journalist 
Jacob
106 — Margret
109 Throw In the 
towel
110 Larry 
McMurtry 
novel
114 Swain
116 Granada gold
117 Job opening
118 Graft of "Mr. 
Belvedere”
77 Put the metal 121 Dinner that's
1 2 r ~
‘
16
26
to the metal
76 Periodontists' 
org.
79 Bulba"
60 Anderson's 
■High — "
81 Cabbage
cousin
83 Orthodontic 
device
65 Night spot?
67 ‘Batllestar 
Gatactica" 
commander
91 As a 
companion
92 Entertainer 
Falana
94 He had a 
lot of Gau*
97 Pom's perch
often deliv­
ered
125 Building 
lealure
127 Julia Roberts 
movie
131 Hold-up man?
132 Certain 
fisherman
133 European 
capital
134 Italian rumbler
135 Indigence
136 — bnck (be 
indiscreet)
137 To be, to 
Tiberius
138 ‘New Look" 
designer
DOWN
2 Eye problem
3 To — (just so)
4 Body work?
5 Wayfarer’s 
whislla-wettar
6 Lincoln's 
location
7 Yarn
6 Former 
Iranian loader
9 Rorschach 
design
10 Prog.
11 Word lorm 
(or "egg"
12 ”La Traviata" 
composer
13 Termination
14 Asleep on 
the|ob
15 Chihuahua 
chum
16 Euripidean 
tragedy
17 Run in the 
wash
21 Settlers
23 Fashion 
monogram
24 Sidewalk 
eatery
29 Made 
Cheddar 
better
32 Machine part
34 Win by-
35 Mil rank
36 Supply new 
weapons
37 Fast liters
38 Ridicule
37 36
44
52
59
!
6 7
’ - I
2?
1 Can openers? 39 Relaxation
F
41 Insistent one
45 Time to give
up?
47 Master, in 
Madras
49 Serenity
50 Join up
51 Did yard work
54 Estrada and 
Satie
55 Designer 
Gernrelch
57 Tie-dye 
relative
60 — Dawn 
Chong
62 Bel — (stng- 
Ing style)
64 Musical 
Home
66 Algerian port
67 Kind ol 
mushroom
69 Seoul site
71 Teasdale 
and Gilbert
72 Writer 
Rogers 
St. Johns
73 Live oft the 
—  the land
76 Healthful 
snack
76 Colt brass
77 Tie the knot
79 Fierce
lemales
62 Spree
84 W ith in -o l  
(close to)
85 Andretti orLanza
13
«6 Mythical 
mother ot 
twins
68 Baseball 
(amity name
69 Hawaiian
island
90 Datebook 
abbr.
93 Cooking 
grease
95 Rays
96 Teen altliction 
99 Baal. e g .
101 Cole d'Azur 
103 Acted as an 
escort
105 Hammed up 
"Hamlet”
107 Bear's 
advice?
110 Director 
Joshua
111 Speak one's 
piece
112 High-minded
113 A real 
knockout!
115 PD alert 
119 Joyce's land 
120Cpls..1or 
example
122 Rigatoni 
relative
123 Greek 
philosopher
124 At a distance 
126 Little shaver 
128"Xanadu"
rockers
129 Energy
130 Bom
71 ■
78 ■
ET"
91
98
110 111 112
116
1125
131
t i r ■
B om bs A w ay
X Z T J I Z r
by Rich Dalim
Despite their efforts to make only high-quality, intelligent fare, occasionally Hollywood executives acciden­
tally sink money into a stinker. Described below are 15 of the biggest box office disasters ever. Name them all, 
or be forced to sit through Annie and Santa Claus: The Movie in one night.
1. T he Bee Gees and Peter Frampton cover the Beatles
2. Bruce Willis is a smart-mouthed cat burglar
3. A boy enters the movies with a magical ticket
4. Two bad songwriters tour the Middle East
5. An alien duck lands on Earth
6. An epic retelling of the Johnson County cattle war
7. The Village People musical
8. A1 Pacino is a New World colonist
9. Four hour epic about the queen o f the Nile
10. The hilarious paranoia surrounding the bombing of 
Pearl Harhot
11. Tom Hanks plays a heartless Yuppie
12. Eddie Murphy's directorial debut
13. War toys fight peaceful toys
14. Walter M atthau is the scourge of the seas
15. Sci-fi extravaganza based on a confusing Frank Herbert 
hook
•: •riiiHjni i i ; n>.. j mi i il
uîh.
_______  ¡ f e
F J O R D !
^  -Bob t h e  G uy
We Can't Make This Crap Up!
Incredibly silly and REAL news events from around the w orld ! 
(S u b m itte d  th is w eek  b y  M a tth e w  C o n n o lly )
Gin Drinking turns donkeys into very poor mixers 
by Maurice Weaver (The Electric Telegraph)
DONKEYS given Guinness or gin and tonic by their owners as a treat have had to be 
cured of alcoholism. The latest to be weaned off drink at the Donkey Sanctuary, near 
Sidmouth, Devon, was an animal called Geoffrey, whose owner introduced him to 
social drinking.
The sanctuary founder, Dr. Elizaben Svendsen, said yesterday that it took three 
months to cure Geoffrey of bad moods, but it could take longer. Three donkeys were 
treated by gradually reducing the amounts of Guinness and crisps they consumed 
each day.
“All came from homes where people gave them alcohol as a treat,” said Dr. Svendsen, 
who writes about the problem in her new book, Donkey Tales. “I assume their owners 
thought it was funny - which it wasn't really. But the donkeys lapped the drinks up, 
as donkeys would, and I suppose one glass led to another...”
One donkey, Bracken, arrived in 1977, sent by an Oxfordshire public house where his 
bar party trick was grabbing a half-pint tankard, throwing his head back and gulping 
the contents without spilling a drop.
He arrived at the sanctuary after suffering a particularly bad hangover and trying to 
kickthe landlord’swife. Afterkeepinghim insolitaryconfinementandwateringdown 
his beer, Bracken was cured and lived another 15 years.
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Drufl Fair 
ì?0U fe  
Fairfield
See A 511  
Sister For 
More Xn-fa
ß en z ß ttin o T lie  AationaC  
Ximzij Foundation
@ o le te a t S een . 
¿K (A c
'iŸ eM tc& ftA ent...
. . S e a t ‘ZOiH^A 
9K (A c  V ia n e t!
FAT TOCS BAYS
Bring in your favorite m ug  and we'll fill it 
for200 (up to  2 4  oz.) ^
Unlimited Wings ^  ETC
mild - m edium  - hot “  ^  ea.
SBitti 28ebtte§iifty§
$ 1 0 0  Ladies Night . $0
Longneck
Bud Ice or Bud Light
For Guys and Gals!
THURSDAYS 
COLLEGE NIGHT
$ 5 0 0 60 oz.
pitchers oJ* 5 3 »
No one beats our prices!
141 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona • 2 3 9 -3 4 5 5
MARINE OFFICER PROGRAMS
would like to congratulate the following MSU 
students on their successful completion of
OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL this
past summer:
Lorraine Garcia 95'
Sgt. Thomas Harrington, USMC 96'
Veronica L. Harris MS 97'
L/Cpl. Jonathan C.F. Holder, USMC 98'
Mayra Santiago 96'
these men and women proved they have what it 
takes to lead the finest troops in the world...
THE UNITED STATES MARINES
Semper Fidelis,
Your Officer Selection Team, 
Iselin, New Jersey
_  1-800-627-8762
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
AVAILABLE
Valley National Bank, one of the largest Commercial 
Banks in Northern NJ, is currently looking to fill several 
Full Sc Part time positions in various locations throughout 
Passaic, Bergen, Sc Essex Counties. If you or a friend are 
looking to start a Career with a Bank that offers great 
opportunity Sc advancement, then we’d I ike to meet you!
Along with a pleasant working environment, we offer a 
comprehensive benefits package. Depending on hours 
worked, benefits will include: Medical/Dental Insurance, 
tuition reimbursement, day care reimbursement, 410K, 
paid holidays, Resource Departm ent located at 1445 
Valley Road in Wayne.
\Slley National Bank
P hone # (201) 305-4033 Fax# (201) 633-0098
E qual O pportunity  E m ployer
ALTERNATIVE, REGGAE, TECHNO, TRANCE ETC.
DANCE CLUB
DIRECTIONS: just  io  m in utes  fr o m  c a m p u s , take  rt. 3 ea st
TO PASSAIC AVENUE EXIT. GO RIGHT OFF RAMP. GO TO THIRD 
TRAFFIC LIGHT AND MAKE LEFT ONTO VAN HOUTEN AVENUE. GO  
TO FIRST TRAFFIC LIGHT AND MAKE RIGHT ONTO BROADWAY. 
LOOP IS ONE BLOCK ON RIGHT SIDE.
373 B R O A D W A Y , PASSAIC  P A R K , NJ
201-365-0807
V IS IT  T H E  M O N T C L A R IO N  O N
T H E  IN T E R N E T  A T :
http://www.montclair.edu/Pages/MontcIarion/
Montclarion.html
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TYPING. Resumes, Business 
and Personal Letters, Docu­
ments (School) Always Avail­
able. Call Donna (201 ) 759-2012 
or (201) 751-9758 Leave Mes­
sage.
Wanted Band folk singer to sup­
ply entertainm ent for homeless 
sh e lte r in H ackensack  for 
Thanksgiving Dinner. Please 
donate your tim e. C o n tac t 
Tommy at 861-4432.
Want the absolute best with your 
own low-cost 800# travel card, 
with income potential? No hid­
den costs. Only $0.19 per 
minute. Call Barbara at 1-800- 
269-7993. PO  Box 427, 
Willingboro, NJ 08046.
SPRING BREAK ‘96. Cancún, 
Bahamas 6c Florida. Parties, 
sightseeing6c more !!! Free trips 
or cash! Find out how, call Vaga­
bond Tours (800) 700-0790.
Baby-sitter needed in Cedar 
Grove. Part time or Full time. 
Room to offer if needed. Loving 
family. Flexible days and hours. 
Experienced only need apply. 
201 -256-4868 or 212-582-6617.
B artenders, Bouncers, Shot 
Girls. No experience necessary. 
You must apply in person. Wed. 
Nov. 15th 2-5 pm only. Fatso 
Fogarty’s 582 Ridge Rd. N. Ar­
lington 991-9885. E.O.E.
Baby-sitter. Seeking caring in­
dividual for occasional weekend 
baby-sitting for 2 young boys in 
Upper Montclair, Must have 
references. Please call Karyn at 
212-508-7779.
Join the Montclarion. It is the 
only real way to ensure that you 
are ok. Call 655-5169 and ask 
how to join.
MC AT
DR. BLANK'S REVIEW
THE BEST MCA T AND 
DAT PREPARATION 
AVAILABLE! 
Taught by Dr. Bette Blank
19 Sessions
20 YEARS OF
EXCELLENT RESULTS!
201-966-9054
D A T / O A T
To place a classified ad 
please call 655-5327. 
The cost is $10 per week 
for 25 to 30 words.
If you really want to 
catch someone's 
attention, then you will 
place a classified that is 
longer than 30 words but 
less than 40. The cost 
for that would still 
be only $20. 
Advertise in the 
Montclarion.
We get results.
W aiters/W aitresses F T /P T  
Lunch Shifts, nights 6c w eek­
ends available. Host/hostess PT  
nights 6c weekends. Flexible 
schedule. Uno Chicago Bar 6c 
Grill Wayne 256-0700. Ask for 
Mgr.
E m p l oy m e n t Oppor t un i t y  
Available. Gap Kids on Rt. 4 6c 
17, West Garden State Plaza is 
hiring Sales Associates and stock 
help for the holiday season. Sal­
ary is negotiable. Tel. 368-0072.
W anted—Part T ime Child care. 
Maplewood, afternoon hours. 
Care of five and ten year old 
boys, also some light housekeep­
ing. Must drive. Good pay, great 
kids. Call 378-9154.
Northwestern College of Chiropractic
Professional Success Through Clinical Excellence
For 53 years, Northwestern College of Chiropractic has been preparing doctors 
of chiropractic. We have more than 3,000 graduates across the globe who are 
successful, productive clinical practitioners.
Northwestern College of Chiropractic will provide you:
•  A well-rounded, rigorous education integrating the basic and clinical 
sciences, diagnosis, X-ray, chiropractic therapeutics and practice management
•  Clinical education through every step of the curriculum, beginning with  
hands-on chiropractic technique classes in the first trimester
•  Limited enrollment, small classes (11:1 student to faculty ratio), individual 
attention from faculty, and easy access to educational resources
•  Clinical internships within 35 Minnesota community clinics and five College 
public clinics
•  A research center known internationally as a leader in clinically-controlled 
research trials, which is dedicated to advancing the knowledge of chiropractic
•  Extensive financial aid resources
• Final term, full-time private practice internships in clinics around the world
f l D V |  Northwestern College of Chiropractic 
2501 West 84th Street 
Ey|Ejfl Bloomington, MN 55431 
1-800-888-4777
For a personal visit or more detailed information, call a Northwestern 
Admissions counselor at 1 -800-888-4777. You'll discover the exceptional 
difference an education at Northwestern can make in your life.
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Join the Montclarion!
W E ARE ALWAYS IN  N EED  
OF T H E  FOLLOW ING:
f ï
h m
o
£Z
(ü
Q
•WRITERS 
•PHOTOGRAPHERS 
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS 
•ASSISTANT EDITORS 
• COPY EDITORS 
•TYPESETTERS
TH ESE ARE JU ST A FEW OF T H E  
M ANY POSITIONS STILL
AVAILABLE.
E  CALL X 5 1 A 9  AND LEAVE MESSAGE
£
o
o
OR STOP BY ROOM 1 1 3  
STUDENT CENTER ANNEX.
Join the Montclarion!
*76e cd a  (^¿add / t&e , 'Ittc.
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<Yiwn> Good morning, i i ’i  (oo early for me to 
be thinking, to in my drunken sleep stupor I 
decided to type tome personals in (Yeyl)
-EC
Yesh right. You never drank in your life , wuss. 
-EF
Kevin,
I'm gonne hug you end squeeze you end cell you 
George.
Love alweys, Jenn
Shell,
Your ticket is reedy, to when do you went to go? 
Promise we'll never come beck though!
-M el
Phi Pledges (A IX ),
5 1/2 weeks down. Good luck with the rest o f the 
pledging. I love you girls.
Love, Leuren (AIX #156)
Wonder twin,
Whet’s wrong with your powers lately?
-Wonder twin
J»y-
I love even when you hive problems. The 
problems and joy ere e ll e part of what males joy
joy.
Love, mom
To the upsilon class o f Theta Kappa Chi,
Stay strong guys, you're almost there! Just watch 
your backs.
-Sisters
Jm,
The triangle is broken, I need you to fix  the acute 
angle, wanna?
-Bulldog
Delta Alpha,
You are in. Doesn't i t  feel good? Sigma is yours 
now. Enjoy.
Love, J i l l
L ittle  (160)
I f  you ever lock my keys in my truck again, I 'l l  
get the iguana dundee to sic Pokey on you!
Love, Big (154)
Mike,
We're just two lost souls swimming in a fish 
bowl, year after year...
Love, the g irl who thinks o f everyone 
when she hears th is line
Messy,
Remember with maturity comes choosing prin­
ciples over pleasures. I am proud o f you for 
picking the se ttle r over the nomad.
-Shelly Belly
Diesel and Ren,
This is for my people!
-Ed
To B-Beth
Hooker?? Where's my cookie dough?
-DL
To J i l l  (Theta)
Thank you for everything you've done for me so 
far. You are the best big. I love you.
Pledge Karen
Louise (A IX ),
Thanx for everything. I don't think I can ever te ll 
you enough times!
Love, Thelma
Joe Paternoster,
I went you, I Want You, I WANT YOU. I'd even 
give up Melissa for you.
Love, Gothic chipmunk
King Casanot,
W ill you ever be a casanova?
To a ll o f the CF's,
I can’t believe how great you a ll are-keep i t  up! 
-MJD
Klingert,
I won't bring my camera to any games this year! 
-Steph
Courtney,
Miss working with you in store, but I'm so glad 
you are coming to small group.
-Steph
Leeze,
I love you and miss you dearly.
-Tresia
Inspector Powder Gump,
Go to Exxon and get me a coke.
-Gilligan
Fufu (156),
The evens are so cool! Especially the perfect 
Sigma! I love you!
-Tonka
Dianna (Sigma),
I really did see God!!! Peaee, Love, Sigma 
forever!
Love always, J i l l  
Jamie (Theta pledget,
Hang in there you're almost there! Strength in 
sisterhood!
Love your big big Stephanie
Mookie,
Next time we get together make sure your ten 
minute story doesn't turn into an hour. The M&M 
game was fun...
-Monica and Stephanie
Mess 2,
Can you help me? I fe ll in the shower and can't 
get up!
-Mess I
Robin,
I'm glad you decided to jo in me at MSU. Old 
friends are the best!
-Cindy
Diva,
We love your hair. I t  makes you look so "peachy” ! 
-Your suitemates
Fufu,
He's getting married, he's getting psycho jeal­
ous, I lost my job...when it rains, i t  pours! Keep 
smiling cause I am!
Love, Tonke
Tony Bananas,
I ’m pregnant. Take seme responsibility.
Love Always, Ed
Shannon,
I had a blast last week. We definitely have to go 
out again!
-Cindy
Upsilon pledge class of Theta,
Stay strong g irls ! Keep up the good work! 
Love, Stephanie (93)
JJO'S,
I missed you in D.C. my crimson love!
Love and favors, Maude
Theta Kappa Chi,
We had a great retreat. I'm really glad we had
it .  I love you guysl
Love, Monica (86)
Rivera,
Parlez veus francais?
-Pepe Lepe
Dee (AIX)
You and that Chesire Cat smile make me wonder 
how much you know!
Love, #154
Stacy D-Xi-D #39,
Congratulations! I'm so proud o f you!
Love your big
Delta Xi Delta Zeta class,
Congratulations! You all did a great job!
Love and sisterhood, your pledge mom
To Melissa (Theta),
Hi big big! I luv yal
-pledge Karen
B ill,
Thanks for the picture in the peper! I t  looked 
great!
-John Q. Deadpigeon
I f  jiggin' is s sin, then Lord please forgive me. 
-B .P. Merauders
Straight Guy end Tricia,
Watch out for Cujo and stuff like th is!
-The comic
Nelson,
Hi! It was great talking with you last weekend. 
I'm so glad you're part of the fellowship! See you 
soon!
-M arie
30 |
Punky Madda,
Meow, Meow!
-J.P.
Carol,
We miss you!
-your core sisters
Jean Marie,
The Gothie attitude must ge! We'll add a happy 
li t t le  tree here, a happy l i t t le  cloud here end look 
how pretty i t  is!
-Bob Ross
Alan (ZBT),
We've had some great times together. Thanks for 
always being there for me and being my best 
friend. I love you!!
-Monica
Karen (Theta pledge),
Thank you so much for calling Alan! You have 
such a GREAT voice! He really enjoyed i t .  Stay 
strong.
-Monica (8 6 )
Mirian,
S m ile ...it makes people wonder! Latinos fo r­
ever!
Love, Tonka 
Shelly Belly,
At least I listened to you, where would I be 
w ithout you guiding me?
-Messy
Nicole (Tri-Sigma),
Thanks fo r all your help. You are more than a big 
sister. You are my best friend.
Love Always, Sailboat
L ittle  Lori (AIX),
I am so proud of all the great work you have 
accomplished. Good luck with the rest o f the 
pledging!
Love, your big
Christine copy editor chick,
We are watching you...and we have pictures of 
you. Beware those who send you mail about deer 
feet.
•Satan
Valerie (912 Bohn),
Do you remember what you told me on the phone 
about nuns? Well you haven't cheeked around 
completely. What about me.
-M r .?
Dear top-ten,
Even though you put my hair behind my ears, I 
s t i l l  love you. You're reolly special.
-The Nerd
Jen and Lisa,
Thanks for all the kissy email. I w ill give you 
them back, I swear... g o d !  feel popular.
-Satan
Judy,
I th ink you are the creziest, but sweetest 
roommate. Thinks for everything!
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More Personals
Love, Steph 
R -E -P -E-N -T !!!!!!
0 -k  I a-m s-u-r-e t-o d-o t-h -a -t r- i-g -h -t a-w- 
a-y.
-E-C
Delta Alpha,
Way to go! You have done Sigma proud!
Love Laura
Elizabeth,
I love you! You are so strong! We are gonna have 
a blast together!
Love your big, Laura
Sigma Delta Tau,
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to reach 
for the stars. The pageant was great. Michelle, 
you were a great escort.
-Ed (Miss Montclair, Sally Sailboat)
Casey (AIK),
Your aunt loves you!! To death!!
#154
Kathleen,
Sorry for the tangents.
-Tresia, Clara, Steph
Beth,
Princeton means nothing. Our experience proves 
that.
-Candy 
7345 + Mel,
I have better things to do with my 
time. Do me a favor. Get a life .
•Casanot
Cheryl #32,
I f  you ever need someone to talk to at I am, I 'l l 
return the favor.
Love ya, Adrian (#44)
Michelle #35,
Thanks for all your help! I love you!
Love your lit t le  Adrian (#44)
Gerb (ZBT),
I heard that i f  you got one of these you would 
leave! Start f i l l in g  out the transcripts!
From ???
Theta girls (5th floor),
Can we borrow some to ile t paper?
-ZBT 5th floor
Beloved Tri-Sigma,
I can not begin to thank you enough. 
Thanks for picking me to represent you. I hope 
I made you proud. I love you all. You are the 
greatest.
-Sailboat ZK 00 
Dear Seema,
You are an inspiration to all of us who know you. 
You have reminded me to stay strong. Thank you. 
Love, Maria
Nelson,
So what's it like to live with Peter? Only kidding! 
-Steph
P.S. "Tell him I called, thanks."
Big (AIX)
I can't wait to find out who you are. Thank you 
for everything! I love you!
Love, AIX pledge Melissa
To Jamie,
You are the best! You're always there when I need 
you! Thanks for everything! I love you!
-DL
Angela,
Don't ever forget how special you are!
Tresia, Steph, Clara
Mack,
It was great having you on the retreat.
Happy anniversary Mike and Marie! We love you! 
Pete,
"And we know that in all things God works forthe 
good of those who love him ...”
Praying for you, Steph
Here is where Eric stopped typing in personals 
and I took over.
-Ed
Loren (Pledge of D-Phi-E)
Stay strong and keep sm iling ...I'll make sure you 
get a good grade in Math!
Love, Tania (AIX)
Roomie (Aix)
I f  friendships were made ofcolors, ours would be 
a rainbow.
Love #154
Beck (Aix)
When life gets a lit t le  rocky, remember that 
without the Rain there would be no Rainbows!
I Love You-Tania
Why are there so many personals about rainbows? 
And what’s on the other side?
Mookie (Delta Chi),
Dinner was great...did you enjoy the cream 
cheese and chicken? By the way, do you have any 
stuffing le ft in your toof?
Love, Stephanie and Monica
Tonka (AIX),
Next time we go into Senate, please advise me of 
any marshes surrounding the area.
Love, Fufu (AIX)
Bee (AIX),
So when are you going to get a fake ID that says 
you are 65 and over? Go Judy Chidiac treel 
Love, Lauren (AIX)
Evil (AIX),
Your litt le  is out of control. You better make her 
stop making our life  so hard. Go telepathic twin
power!
-Good (AIX)
To The Sisters of Theta Kappa CThank you for 
everything! I love you zrup!
Love, Susan
Christine (AIX),
Hey Tree, Happy Thursday!
Love, Aunt Tania
Little (160),
I'm so happy that you like "him"!
Love, your Big
To the Pledges of Alpha Phi Omega:
Great job on Saturday. I'm sooooooooo proud!! 
Love You Always, Vanessa
Cutti,
Montreal here we come. Yo, how do you put 
mustard on a pretzel? :)
Love You, Vanes
Gilbert (AIX),
PseudoLittle 2, You're the best!
Louise (AIX),
I hope this weekend is better than last. I love 
you.
-Thelma
Wembley,
No more iced tea in my bed...or else!
Love, Tonka
Why not...That is totally unfair!
Beth, Jessica & Janet (Tri-Sigma),
I'm your father, Luke.
-Nicole
Ed (SaiIboat)You'll always be our Queen.
Love, Tri-Sigma
Braheem,
Do you like bananas? Lets play guess 
the object. What can I do to make you scream? 
-Smooth
Braheem,
I wish I knew why they didn't put my response to 
your question in the personals. Sorry. Stop by 
and I ’ ll let you know what I said.
-Smooth
We have a reason, Smooth. Crazy Troll Boy ate 
it .  Satisfied.
Besides the fact we all had to give the computer 
a bloody damn cold shower by the time we were 
done; we already ruined 435456 computers that 
way; Jeesh!
-JJO'S
Laura and Kristen (Theta Pledges),
L ittles!!!
I love you!!!
Keep it up!!! You're almost there!!!
Love, Your "B ig" M ichelle !!!
I think the exclamation point key is worn out. It 
keeps wheezing pathetically.
H-Man,
That color lipstick looks great on you.
-XA WOGS
Lisa,
Squeegie, Squeegie...Where are you?
-Christy
P.S. If I breathe in/out slowly, maybe the idea 
of sanity w ill be restored. Thanx for the hug- 
We'll see i f  coffee comes out.
Lucy, Judy, Yaneth,
It's  all about resource.
Zeta Class of D-Xi-D,
You guys great and we love you all
Love and Sisterhood, D-Xi-D #32 and 
#35
To the Zeta class of D-Xi-D,
Congratulations. I w ill strike back.
-Your hostage
Simba,
Simba is a lion's name, not a Dog's
Freestyle Dance Music EverySunday9PM. WMSC 
90.3  with Dj Ness.
Theta apartment (207B),
I love you girls . You have made this semester 
awesome! So when are the Smoking Bandits 
causing more trouble again?
Love, Stephanie
Dulce,
I need a pina colada...NOW! Who cares what 
time it is!
-Just guess
May 18, November 18 or June7?
What are three days that are not my birthday? 
Look it  up. I swear.
JJO'S,
Thanks for giving me the opportunity to do this. 
It is fun. Do you have anything for my Carpal 
Tunnel Syndrome.
Your l i t t le ,  Ed
Victoria
You s till owe me dinner. Also, thanks for a lot of 
fun in Washington. I only have one thing to say, 
ARE YOU OK?
Tom
Amy
I can’t believe that you didn't go. I t  could have 
been so much fun. Maybe next year in Orlando. 
That is i f  you can control yourself. Just kidding! 
Tom
Victoria, Jean-Marie, Erica & Kristina 
ARE YOU OK? ARE YOU REALLY REALLY 
SURE THAT YOU'RE OK?
That is all for this installment of the personals 
page, stay tuned for next week.
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M en’s soccer season ends in ECAG finals
by Nick G anta ifts
For the second consecn t ive season, the 
MSU Red H aw k men’s soccer team ad­
vanced their way to the title game of the 
ECAC Tournam ent, only to lose for the 
second consecutive season to the #1 seed, 
this time the Cougars of Kean College.
MSU dropped a 3-0 decision this past 
Sunday, giving Kean the victory and the 
title of ECAC champions. Despite the 
loss, I lead Coach Rob C hesney seemed 
to be satisfied with the 1995 season and 
believes next season will be even better. 
“We had a good season,” said Chesney, 
“Considering we were starting anywhere 
from seven to nine freshman at the end of 
the year. T h is  tournament will give all the 
youngplayers some valuable experience.”
In the semi-final contest, M SU edged 
Drew 3-2 despite  the fact that they were 
down a man during the entire second half. 
M SU’s Jim  G elpke (H azlet) put the 
Hawks up 1-0 with a goal five minutes 
into the game. N o more than ten minutes 
later, Freshm an Sebastian Dibello (Do­
ver) who has come up big all season long, 
scored his team  leading 11th goal of the 
season, putting the Red Haw ks up by a 
score of 2-0. Later on in the contest, the 
Rangers of Drew  tied the gam e up at 2-2, 
until Freshman Marlon Pollard (East Or­
ange) scored the  game winning goal with 
18 m inutes rem aining in the  game. 
Pollard’s goal was headed into the net 
from a pass by Rob Mcomish (Montclair).
Goal-keeper Mike Rodgers (SurfCity) 
had a total of six saves, with three coming 
in the final ten m inutesofthe game. This 
was the second time this season the Red 
Hawks defeated the Rangers, who are 
nationally ranked. MSU out-shot Drew
18-8, which was a big reason why the Red 
Hawks came out victorious. 1 n the finals 
against Kean, MSU was outshot 14-4. 
Goal-keeper Rodgers had four saves in 
that match-up in 75 m inutes of play, 
while back-up keeper Seth Korman 
(Parsippany) had one save in the final 15 
minutes of the game.
The future for Coach C hesney and 
the Red Hawk soccer team looks very 
promising. W ith numerous victoriesover 
nationally ranked opponents, the Red 
I lawks set themselves up for great sea­
sons to come. A total of six freshmen are 
on the squad this season along with 11
sophomores, and 4 juniors. T h ree  seniors 
are leavingthe team includinggoal-keeper 
Rodgers who recorded 94 saves on the 
season. Freshman Scott Pohlman (West 
Milford), Pollard and DiBcllo will be ma­
jor talents on next years squad and will 
most likely be the young leaders. Playing 
in contests like Sunday will be a major 
factor for future performances. Participat­
ing in a title game with underclassmen not 
only gives the younger players experi­
ence, but it also establishes the leadership 
roles. Fhe NJAC and the division III 
soccer world will be in for major competi­
tion come 1996 and thereafter.
KCA(> Division III
M id-A tlantic ( lliam pionship
11/1 (3)1 )rew 1,(6)W PC 0
J4)Ramapo 4, (5)1 hm ter 2
11/4 (l)K can 1, (4)Ramapo 0 
(2 )\IS U  3, (3)Drew 2
11/5 (1 )Kean 3, (2)MSl ’ 0
, MSUgoalkeeper makes save in EC AC  Tournament action.
¡(tow «««
. Marty Cross a n d  E /lis Allen celebrate after Cross' touchdown.
MSU vs. Rowan preview
by B ob Czechowicz
T h is  Saturday, N ovem ber 11, the 
Montclair State University Red Hawks 
will travel to Glassboro to take on the Profs 
of Rowan College, in what will be MSU’s 
last game of the season. Rowan is coached 
by KC Keeler who is in his third year with 
a record of 23-7-1.
T his series dates back to 1949, and 
M SU leads it with a record of21-12. Rowan 
has won the last four meetings, including 
last year’s game by a score of 55-49. Phis 
gamestandsas the highestscoringgame in 
the history of both schools.
T h is  season. Rowan was a pre-season 
favorite to win the NJAC. With a confer­
ence record of 4-0, they will en ter the 
M SU game as the champions. 1 Iowever, 
M SU will try to play the role o f spoiler, 
being that Rowan probably has to beat
M SU in order to keep it’s NCAA ranking. 
T h e  last time Rowan m ade it to the 
postseason was back in 1993, when the 
Profs made it all the way to the Stagg Bowl.
Rowan is led by QB Greg Lister, who 
has thrown for over 1500 yards, with an 
impressive 19 T D  passes. L ister’s favorite 
receivers are G antry Fox (30 rep , 5 TD ), 
and Priest Ramsey (20 rep., 7 T D ). Run­
ning back Eugene Foster is someone to 
look out for. Foster has over 600 yards 
rushing, while catching 22 passes.
O n the defensive side of the ball, line­
backer LeRoi Jones has 99 tackles, while 
Jason Giambuzzi has 46 tackles and 5 
sacks. Arnell Palm er is tops on the team 
with four interceptions.
M SU’s record is 3-5, while the Profs 
com e into the game with an impressive 6- 
3 record. Game time is 1:30 PM, at John 
Page Field in Glassboro.
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Iverson is 
no joke
Last Thursday through Sunday, 
the editors of the MontcUirion took a 
nice trip to our nation’s capitol of 
Washington, D.C. T o  cpiote Nick 
Gantaifis, “T ha t city is a dum per!” . 
T rue, the city was somewhat boring 
at times, but, being the optomist that 
I am, I was able to find the good 
points. I did a lotofcool thingson the 
trip. Some of which included: seeing 
Bob Dole, seeing some guy get the 
crap beat out of him by about seven 
thugs, continuously eating at Roy 
Rogers™, and seeing Allan Iverson 
rip sh#t up in a pre-season game. 
Even though the first three things 
may seem really fun to you, I person­
ally enjoyed the last thing the best.
I knew Iverson was a great player, 
and seeing him in person reiterates 
the fact. In warmups, this guy was 
skying, cocking the ball behind his 
head, and wowing the crowd with his 
crazy dribbling. W hen I watched 
this guy play, and 1 saw what lie does 
to his opponents offensively and 
defensively, only one thought came 
to my mind, “'This guy is no joke.”
In ease you didn’t know, a few 
years back Iverson got into a little 
trouble with the cops. Iverson went 
to jail for a couple of months, and this 
gave him a bad reputation. I Aickily, 
John Thom pson took a chance on 
th is  guy, and it p ayed  off. 
Georgetown and Iverson arc a per­
fect match. I le is getting the disci­
pline that he needs from Thom pson, 
plavingin a great Division I program, 
and getting  a quality education. 
Don’t expect Iverson to leave col­
lege early for the NBA. All of the big 
nam e players who cam e out of 
Georgetown stayed there for all four 
years, making the most of their free 
education. Also, when you play for 
John Thom pson, your relationship 
doesn’t stop when you graduate. Two 
years ago, T hompson flew around to 
sec Ewing, M utombo, and Mourn- 
ingplayin theplayoffs. Iverson made 
a great choice in pickingGeorgetown, 
and T hompson made a great move 
in taking a chance on him.
In my opinion, Iverson will be 
NCAA Player of the Year. It prob­
ably won’t be this year, but if he stays 
injury-free,a nd keeps on doing what 
he’s doing, he will be on top of the 
NCAA.
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MSI! football ends skid, bests JSC
Montclair State- 28
Jersey City State- 14
by Bob Czecbowicz
Not havingyourstarting players in the 
lineup may put many teams in vulnerable 
situations. T o overcome this, coaches try 
to get their teams as deep as possible. 
Against Jersey City State on Saturday, 
Montclair State’s depth  was challenged, 
and it resulted in a 28-14 victory.
MSU was forced to start a back-up 
tailback, a group of defensive players with 
not much experience, and a makeshift 
offensive line. In last w eek’s 50-44 loss to 
Trenton State, starting tailback M ike 
Green (Port Morris) injured his left ankle, 
which thrusted Ralph Cinque (Clifton) 
into the starting lineup. Cinque only had 
33 carries coming into the game. MSU 
was also forced to play without starting 
linebackers Eli Harris (Dover) and Dan 
Garrett (Clifton). On the offensive side of 
the ball, MSU played without the services 
of starters Chris Dcmond (Chatam) and 
Mike D ’Ambrosio(Sayreville).
C inque carried the ball 24 times, and 
tallied a total of 127 yards (an avarage of 
5.3 yards per carry). Early in the fourth 
quarter, the score was tied 14-14. Cinque 
took the ball on the Jersey City 11 yard 
line and broke six tackles en route to a 
touchdown. His T D  run gave MSU a 21 - 
14 lead, and they never looked back.
On theothersideofthe ball, All-Ameri­
can candidate Jeff Bargiel (West Pater-
B arg iel nam ed  
N JA C  P layer 
o f the Week
by Bob Czechowicz
All throughout the season, in vic­
tory and in defeat, M SU’s All-Ameri­
can candidate Jeff Bargiel has shined 
on the football field. This week, the 
NJAC has recognized Bargiel for his 
efforts.
Jeff, a junior defensive end, was 
named the NJA C’s Player of the 
W eek. This was the fourth time this 
year that Jeff has been named as 
Player of the W eek.
In M SU’s 28-14 win over Jersey 
City State, Bargiel shared game-high 
honors with 11 tacklesand three sacks. 
Five of those 11 tackles including 
five solo stops, which rallied the Red 
Hawks on several occasions. Jeff 
recovered a fumble in the first quar­
ter, and in the second quarter, forced 
a fumble, which was recovered by 
MSU and returned 58 yards for a 
touchdown.
Je ffs  three quarterback sacks in 
the fourth quarter, equaled a loss of 
25 yards for Jersey City State. On the 
season, Jeff has 75 tackles and 12 
sacks.
son) had yet another great game. Jeff 
racked up 11 tackles, and sacked the QB 
three times. That gives Jeff 12 sacks on 
the season, and 37 in his phenomenal 
career. Jeff also caused his fifth fumble 
of the season. T he five forced fumbles 
tie a single-season record. It was that 
fumble that lead to Kevin Bembry’s game 
tying T D  in the second quarter. Bremby 
(East Paterson) picked up the fumble 
and ran 58 yards for the score.
Another defender who had a great 
game was freshman Anthony DiMaiolo 
(East Hanover). Anthony’s tackles and 
sacks were identical to those of Bargiel, 
with 11 and three respectively. O ne of 
his sacks came with under a minute to 
play to end the game.
As of now, Pat Ricks (Sayrcville), is 
averaging 144.6 all-purpose yards per 
game. T ha t average is two yards over the 
single-season record, which was set by 
current coach John W alker back in 1989. 
Ricks also has returned 34 punts, which 
broke the record of 30 set back in 1989, 
also by John Walker. Ricks’ 30 recep­
tions give him a chance to put himself in
NAME:
YEAR:
POS.:
NO.:
the top ten category for m ost receptions in 
a single season. As of now, the 10th player 
on that list has 35.
Staying on the subject of records, Jeff 
Bargiel is nowr in second place in career 
sacks at M SU with 37. Je ff  passed former 
All-American Dan Zakashefski, who was 
in second with 28. Paul Cioffi, the three­
time All-American, is in first place with a 
huge total of 56sacks. Bargiel’s 12 sacks on 
the season place him in seventh in the 
most sacks in a season category.
The 176 yard performance by Brian 
Cooney (G  u tte n bu rg), gives h i m 945 yard s 
on the season, and 2,096 for his two-year 
career. T h a t number places him in sev­
enth on the all-time career passing list at 
MSU.
Up next for Montclair State is Rowan 
College, whose record is 6-2-1. Last year. 
Rowan cam e out on the w inning side o f a 
high scoring 55-49 contest.
M SU’s record nowstands at 3-5, as they 
look to finish the season on a winning note 
this Saturday, Novem ber 11. T he game 
will be played at John Page Field in 
Glassboro at 1:30 PM.
Ralph C inque
Sophomore
FB
?
1 n Ralph’s first collegiate start, he rushed for 127 yards on 24cari ies. Ralph 
averaged 5.3 yards per carry, and his 11 yard T D  in the fourth quarter, 
snapped a 14-14 tie, and gave M SU the victory. Ralph was nam ed to the 
NJAC I lonor Roll.
Montclarion's Athlete 
of the Week
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MSU Swim teams fall to Ikenton
NICK GANTAIFIS
Sports Editor
NCAA needs to 
crack down
Last high school basketball sea- ; 
son \vc all witnessed a superb talent 
in F'arragut High School's Kevin 
G arnett. Garnett, who was one ofthe 
top prep players in the country and j 
USA Today's High School basket­
ball Player of the ’t ear decided to 
en ter his name in the 1995 NBA 
draft. Kverynne had doubts, eonsid- j 
eringonly a few select athletes played 
in the NBA without college experi- i 
cnee. Names such as Moses Malone 
and Shawn Kemp are players who . 
never placed any kind of college ball. I 
Peoplew eredoubtingCJarnett’sabil- | 
ity even though he owned his oppo­
nents on the high school level. Cur­
rently, a local talent in nearby Pater­
son. N.J. named T im  Thomas of 
Paterson ( iatholicisconsideringskip- 
pingcollegetoplav with NBA super- j 
stars. Thomas is an incredible once 
in a lifetime player, bu t he still has a 
lot to learn. At least two years of 
college is needed for Thomas to un­
derstand the game and work on his 
ski I Is that he lacks. I he entire reason 
why this problem o f high school tal­
ents entering the NBA is becuase the 
NCAA isn't doing anything about 
drawing up a rule that would prevent j 
athletes like 'Thomas and fiarnett j 
playing on that level. Some people j 
might say that it is not the NCAA’s 
problem, it’s the NBA’s. College is 1 
the next level basketball athletes | 
normally attend after high school, 
therefore it should be the NCAA’s \ 
problem  and issue.
Another major issue that I feel 
exists in the NBA and the NCAA is 
college athletes leaving early to enter 
drafts and play on professional levels, j 
Sports is a ma jor part o f college life, 
and w ithout them I truly believe 
most colleges wouldn’t be what they 
are today. But this deal of having 
athletes spend two years and then 
deciding to leave is ridiculous. Look 
at Jerry Stackhouse and Rasheed 
W allace both ofN orth Carolina l ni- 
versitv, and Dan W ilkinson of Ohio 
St., these are just a few players 1 can 
name and have room to fit in this 
column. ( iollege isn’t a sports camp 
for gifted athletes, it’s a learning in­
stitution. The faster the NCAA and 
the student-athlete understands this 
the better the student and the NCAA 
will be.
by Eric J. Wright
The T ren ton  State swim team rolled 
into M ontclair on Friday. Trenton is the 
swimming juggernaut of the Metropoli­
tan Conference and as a result. MSU 
coach Brian McGlaughlin had things in 
perspective. Being realistic, the Red 
I lawks anticipated defeat, but weren’t 
about to roll over and die. The objective 
of the m eet was to swim fast and swim 
with pride. T ha t is exactly what they did.
O utstand ing  perform ances on the 
men’s side included victories in the 100 
and 1,000 yard freestyle events hv four- 
time All-american Billy Blomn (Clifton). 
Blomn’s tim e in the 1.000 was 10:18.30, 
and in the 100 «as 49.30. Freshman 
sensation Brian Frazier (Cloister) smoked 
the field in the 50 free (22.69) and placed 
second in the grueling 200 butterfly. 
Impressive performances from sopho­
mores Kcrvin Q uinonez and David 
Gorman enabled them to post best times 
in all their events.
On the women's side, senior captain 
Mo Vlorlando scored in both of her spe­
cialty events. Morlando. a distance 
freestvler, swam a season best in the 1.000 
free and is right on course to break the 
school record in the mile. Bridget Duffy 
(I Iolmdel), school record holder in both 
the 100and 200 backstroke, finished third 
in the 200 free, but came back to win the 
200 back. Freshmen girls also enjoyed 
success, swimming season bests in all
Women’s 
Lacrosse 
sets pratice 
schedule
by Sue Eeig/e
On Thursday, November2, Montclair 
State University’s first ever Women’s 
I .acrosse program began plans for its 
upcoming season.
New coach K.C. Butler, a graduate of 
Rowan College, presented the team’s 
practice schedule this season. "We will 
be practicing five days a w eek from ei- 
ther4-6p.m . or6-8p.m . Since we would 
like to be a varsity team next year, we 
have to start training like a varsity team 
now,” she said.
This year’s team consists of mainly 
those who are interested in playing a 
new sport. Lacrosse is one of the few 
sports that can be learned easily. You do 
not need years of experience to play 
successfully and have fun. All you really 
need to be is willing to learn.
A nyone in te re s ted  in playing 
Women’s Lacrosse should contact K.C. 
Butler in the Athletics Office.
their events. Jen Mcisch (Union), won 
the 2(H) yd IM, the 1(H) yd butterfly, and 
the 2(H) yd butterfly.
D espite  the  final scores, Coach 
McGlaughlin was elated with his teams’ 
performances. The outlook on the season
The next m eet for the m en is on Satur­
day, as Drew University comes to town at 
1:00 PM to face the Red I lawks. The 
next wom en’s meet is on Friday at home 
against Kean at 7:00 PM, and on Saturday 
they will join the men to battle Drew
remains positive. University at 1:00 PM.
IISU  standout swim m er Billy B lom n prepares fo r upcoming event.
Call the Red Hawks 
Sports Hotline 
for all of the latest 
and up-to-date 
information on your 
favorite MSU 
athletic team: 
(201) 655-7645.
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1995 NJAC Standings
Rowan
Kean
Trenton State 
Montclair State 
Jersey City State 
William Paterson
Football standings
NJAC
W L T PCT.
4
3
3
2
1
0
Women’s volleyball standings
0
1 
1 
2
4
5
0
0
0
0
0
.750 91
500 93
.200 41
.000 49
PA W
OVERALL 
L T PCT. PF PA STREAK W
N JA C  
L T PCT. W
OVERALL  
L T  PC T. STREAK29 6 2 1 .813 249 87 WON 2 ( 1 ) Rutgers-New ark 6 0 0 1 .000 21 1 0 0 .6 7 7 LOST 155 3 3 2 .500 93 123 TIHD 1 (2) x-KEAN 5 1 O 8 3 3 3 5 5 0 .8 7 5 LOST 1
96 6 3 0 .687 220 196 WON 4 (3) Richard Stockton 4 2 O .6 67 2 7 1 3 0 .6 7 5 LOST 2
86 3 5 0 .375 150 163 WON 1 (4) M ontc la ir State 3 3 0 .5 00 1 6 13 0 .5 5 2 LOST 1
91 1 8 0 .111 77 163 LOST 1 (5) Jersey City State 2 4 0 .333 2 3 1 4 0 .6 2 2 LOST 3
123 0 9 0 .000 75 224 LOST 9 (6) W illiam  Paterson 1 5 O .167 9 9 0 .5 0 0 LOST 3
(7) Ram apo O 8 O .000 16 1 3 0 .5 5 2 LOST 2
Men’s soccer standings
X -  CONFERENCE TO U R N A M EN T C H A M PIO N
( ) Conference Tournam ent Seeding
NJAC
W L T PCT. GF GA
x-ROWAN 8 0 1 .944 23 6
Kean 5 3 1 .611 24 12
Trenton State 5 3 1 .611 20 10
Richard Stockton 5 3 1 .611 15 8
Ramapo 5 4 0 .556 14 12
Montclair State 4 3 2 .556 17 12
William Paterson 4 5 0 .444 17 15
Rutgers-Camden 2 5 2 .333 13 21
Rutgers-New ark 3 6 0 .333 15 20
Jersey City State 0 9 0 .000 1 43
X- CONFERENCE CHAMPION
W
OVERALL 
L T PCT.
16 1 3 .875
14 6 1 .690
15 3 3 .786
13 4 4 .714
11 7 1 .605
12 7 2 .819
10 9 0 .526
8 7 3 .528
6 11 0 .353
3 13 1 .206
GF GA
55 13
48 24
54 16
42 15
37 21
40 26
40 30
43 27
36 51
16 68
STREAK 
LOST 1 
WON 4
WON 2 
LOST 1 
LOST 1 
LOST 1 
LOST 1 
LOST 4 
LOST 4 
TIED 1
W L
x-TRENTON STATE 6 0
Richard Stockton 5 1
William Paterson 4 2
Kean 3 3
Montclair State 1 4
Ramapo 0 4
Jersey City State 0 5
x- CONFERENCE CHAMPION
Women’s soccer standintrs
T PCT. GF GA
0 1.000 31 2
0 .833 22 2
0 .687 10 6
0 .500 11 15
1 .250 4 18
2 .167 1 18
1 .083 1 22
W L T PCT.
16 3 1 .825
20 1 0 .952
14 6 0 .700
11 6 1 639
6 7 3 528
7 6 3 .531
4 12 2 .278
OF GA
58 7
80 20
51 24
52 38
33 25
21 27
26 56
STREAK
LOST 1 
WON 9 
LOST 1 
LOST 1 
LOST 1 
TIED 1 
WON 1
Field Hockey standings
OF GA STREAK 
77 3 WON 18
34 30 LOST 1
27 13 WON 1
10 51 LOST 2
8 29 LOST 4
F earless F orecasts
BOB CZEGH OW JCZ: FU TU R E P R E S ID E N T  O F CAP’N CRUNCH, INC. 
Atl. +3 over Buffalo. For several weeks now, I’ve been expressing my
Cincy +3 1/2 over Houston, forecasts. Now, all of a sudden, all these kids are 
SF +9 over Dallas. copying off my comments. We all know who is the
Carolina +6 1/2 over Rams. master forecaster, all records aside.
PE R E N N IA L  G U EST PICKER O F  T H E  W EEK 
KEVIN CULLEY: DISCIPLU S CA TIN U S T E R R IB IL IS  
NE +8 1/2 over Miami. Bledsoe shot Flipper and Parcells ate him!
Denver -3 over Philly. Elway sleeps with an eagle feather pillow.
GB no line Chi. My mom packs up bears and sends them to animal shelters.
St. Louis -6 1/2 over Carolina. Rams like to poop on dead Panthers.
L O S T  AND FO U N D  G U E S T  PICKER O F T H E  W EEK  
BRIAN H O FFM A N: O FFIC IA L BONER™ O F  T H E  SWIM TEAM 
NE +8 1/2 over Miami. New Ace Ventura opens tomorrow night.
Cincy +3 1/2 over Hon. “C ” is for Cookie, it’s good enough for me!
Giants +6 1/2 over Oak. Tw o words, “Your Right” .
Cleveland +4 1/2 over Pitt. Bob’s undies were extra brown this morning.
T H E  O FFIC IA L OFF-CAM PU S G U EST PICK ER OF T H E  WEEK 
RON KOZLOWSKI: “ I D O N ’T  G O  T O  MSU, B U T I KNOW B O B TH EG U Y .” 
Miami -8 1/2 over N E . I’m an original member o f the Parka Posse™.
Atl. +3 over Buffalo. You can call me Ron, but m y friends call me K O Z !
Indy +11/2 over NO. I was the leading scorer in a freshman game against Bernards. 
Cincy +3 1/2 over Houston. If I d idn ’t know Bob, I’d know someone else.
O FFIC IA L  ARTS A N D  E N T E R T A IN M E N T  PICKER O F  T H E  W EEK 
VICTORIA CALDES: “I HAVE A SE C R E T ” (victoria’s secret, hahahaha) 
Giants +6 1/2 over Oakland. WHAT?????????!!!!!!!??????????
Jacksonville +1 over Seattle. What teams are those?
Philly +3 over Denver. W hen’s halftime???????
Yankees +7 over Whalers. You could tell I don’t know about football
T H E  O FFIC IA L SPACE F IL L E R  PICKER O F T H E  W EEK 
JAY A LD ERS: O FFIC IA L  MONTCLARION  C A R TO O N IST  
I B +5 1/2 over Detroit. Shove it.
KC pick cm ' over SD. Shove it.
Minn. +2 Ariz. Shove it.
Cleveland +4 1/2 over Pitt. I’m Crazy Troll Boy™, now, give m e some candy!
x-TRENTON STATE
Kean
Rowan
Montclair State 
William Paterson
NJAC
W L T PCT. 
0 1.000 
0 .625
0 
0 
0
0
3
3
7
7
.625
.125
.125
GF GA 
48 1
13 18
10 6
31
17
OVERALL 
W L T PCT. 
0 1.000 
0 .632 
0 .625
0 .188 
0 .143
18 0
12 7 
10 6 
3 13 
2 12
x- CONFERENCE CHAMPION
X-country looks towards Regionals
by Nick Gantai fis.
T his  past Saturday the men’s and 
w om en’s cross country teams partici­
pated in the NJAC Cross Country 
Championships at Richard Stockton 
College. Scott Patterson (Rumson) 
guided the Red Hawks to a fourth 
place finish with a team  score of 123 
points. Patterson finished with a tim e 
of 27:21 for 15th place. Team m ate 
Ralph Montciro(Newark)came in 19th 
place with a time of 28:01.
T h e  women’s team  captured a sixth
place finish behind the  running of 
Catherine Grosvenor( Kearney) with a 
com bined  89 points on the day. 
Grosvenor ran her way to a third place 
finish with a time of 18:27. Freshman 
Dana Lana (Paterson) finished the day 
with a tim e o f20:46 crossing the finish 
line at 23rd.
Up next for the m en’s and women’s 
cross coun try  teams is the NCAA 
Regionals where MSU’s favorite to par­
ticipate in the contest is Grosvenor.
Red Hawk Scoreboard
FOOTBALL: Win over Jersey City State 28-14
M E N ’S SOCCER: Win over Drew 3-2
Loss to Kean 3-0
M E N ’S
SW IMMING: Loss to Trenton 123-84
W O M E N ’S
SW IMM ING: Win over Adelphi 52-38
X-COUNTRY:
Loss to 'T renton 183-47
M E N ’S Fourth Place 123 pts
W O M E N ’S Sixth Place 89 pts
35MONTCLARION
Men's 
swimming 
p. 34
Cross 
country 
p. 35
Football
ends skid 
p. 33
